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(right) Gabe King, a
deaf student at
BGSU, sits at his desk
in the Founders
lobby where he is a
resident advisor.
(below) King is working with a resident
while on duty. He is
often found going
the extra mile to give
help to Founders residents.
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i Columnist Jud Laipply
talks about prejudice
in our society.
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world and nation 4
■ Kosovo talks are
moving forward as the
Saturday deadline
creeps closer.
■ A survivor remembers
when a helicopter
crashed into a house
in Toledo a few days
ago.

The BG News

At $82,000, the third bay
would have brought Ihe total
project bill to an estimated $1.46
million. The council voted 4-3 to
accept an alternative plan that is
projected to cost approximately
$1.36 million.

*£xpiMmfinary

Students

The BG News will be looking at an "extraordinary student" each
month for the remainder of the semester as part of our continuing
dedication to University students.

At the outset of the planning,
the council had proposed a budgel of one million dollars.

Founders RA makes silence
heard through education
By STEFANIE
SIZEMORE
The BG News
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BG men's basketball
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By ROBERT RECKER

City council decided yesterday that the new west side fire
station will not have a third truck
bay. This decision was made
because the cost was too much
over the proposed budget.

■ A letter to the Editor
discusses one'
student's view of the
atmosphere at BGSU.
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y what?
"I figure if I can
hear your music or
you during quiet
hours, then you're in
big trouble"
Gabe King
Founders RA

electronica
Check out:

www.bgnews.
com
News, web extras and a
whole lot more.
Want to get in touch?

bgnew$@bgnet.
bgsu.edu
Your direct line to your
newspaper.
Or call us:

372-6966

Many resident advisors lake
pride in busting residents for
being loud during quiet hours,
but Gabe King said if he hears
residenls, they are in big trouble.
King, a Founders resident
advisor, was born deaf, vet he
does not lei that gel in [he way
of doing his job.
"I figure if I can hear your
music or you during quiet
hours, then you are in big trouble," King said.
King said at first residents
believed they could get away
with a lot, but they soon learned
that was not true.
He said he takes his job seriously and really loves being an
RA. He decided to become one
because he wanted to educate
people.

"1 wanted to be an RA
because I have a lot to offer people," King said. "Many students
go to college without ever having an experience with a deaf
person."
Helping people is one of
King's passions in life. He holds
programs al Founders that deal
with deaf education.
He Iries lo convey whal it is
like lo be deaf by talking about
sign language, the deaf culture
and deafness in general.
"It is really hard for people
who are not deaf lo understand
what it is like," he said.
"Through my programs, I want
them lo understand as best as
Ihey can. "
King is a senior media and
technology
communications
major who admits attending
classes is more complicated for
him. After graduation he hopes
to be a creative director in an
advertising agency.
He attends classes wilh an

interpreter and has a classmate
lake noles (or him. He has
received some criticism from
other students because he does
not take his own notes.
"People sometimes say I am
cheating because I do not take
my own notes," he said. "It is
really hard though for me to
take my own noles and walch
the professor."
A typical class for King consists of watching his interpreter
and also Irying lo concentrate
on the professor. This is nol an
easy task.
"It is really hard and (iring
because I have to try lo hear the
professor and I also have to
watch my interpreter," King
said.
Aaron Garver, a junior technology education major, is also
an RA al Founders and thinks
lhal King is making people
more aware.
"The programs that he puls
on seem to be making people a

lot more aware of deafness,"
Garver said. "Fie brings up a
subject that a lot of peoplewould otherwise never really
think about."
Garver said thai the only
problem wilh King's deafness is
that he and others always seem
lo forget about it.
"His deafness is nol noticeable most of the time, but sometimes 1 just forget," Garver said.
King agreed. He said the
main problem he faces on a dayto-day basis is lhal people forget
he is deaf.
,
"It's kind of funny, but lhal is
Ihe biggest problem I face," he
said. "People will talk lo me
without facing me, or they will
start talking too fast."
King said thai he really does
nol face any other major obstacles.
"My deafness is nol an obstacle, but part of me, and something lhal I live with," he said.

Program funds community projects
Grants foster partnership with University
By AMYJO L. BROWN
The BG News
Over $20,000 in grants were
awarded to eight community
projects by Ihe BGSU Partnerships for Community Action
Program.
Projects that received grants
were Peace Begins at Home, Ethnic and Regional Foodways in
Ohio, Literacy Through Music,
Migrant Farm Workers and
Musical Culture, Ohio at Ihe Millennium: Oral Flislories of

Northwest Ohio Centenarians,
Urban Schools Project, Therapeutic Horseback Riding for People with Disabilities and Impact
of Proficiency Testing.
The program began in 1996
wilh the initiative of University
President Sidney Ribeau and
Kathleen Farber, who is now
director of Ihe program, as an
efforl lo unile Ihe University and
the Bowling Green community.
"The grants are based on coequal participation and mutual
benefit," Farber said. "We (the
University) wanl to know whal

"I love the University and
community relationship. It
keeps everybody honest
and forces us to look at
the big picture."
Mary Krueger
co-coordinator of the project Peace Begins al Home
the community knows and learn
from them."
Community projects receive
grants from the program based
on their efforts to involve Uni-

versity faculty or students and
community members.
"We have to look at the Uni• See GRANTS, page five.

The fiercest arguments against
Ihe third bay came from Patrick
Ng, Ward 2 representative.
"We don't have the equipment
or a truck lo put in it," Ng said.
Stan Bortel, planning, zoning
and economic committee chairman, disagreed. He said the third
bay would offer the "maximum
flexibility and the most bang for
the buck for the city." He added
thai if the bay was added later, it
would cost five times as much.
Bortel further argued that
another bay did nol necessarily
require Ihe buying of a new fire
truck, but thai the extra space
could be used for a classroom.
The classroom idea, along
wilh a basement for Ihe facility,
had both been turned down earlier.
Sandy Wicks, Ward 3 representative, commented that the
third truck bay would make Ihe
station too large and not as "aesthetically appealing" to the surrounding neighborhood. She
said that money should instead
be used on landscaping around
the building.
Another cost issue that arose
was the installment of a building-wide sprinkler system.
Though Ihe building code did
not require one, Ned Baker,
county board of health member,
supported the idea.
"The building code is Ihe
absolute minimum," Baker said.
"Someone usually has to die
before they get changed."
Ng, however, downplayed Ihe
sprinkler proposal.
"Why do Ihey need a sprinkler system in a fire station,
aren't Ihey trained to get out if
there is a fire?"

Students travel to Navajo site to explore different cultures
By ALEXANDRIA DIETZ
The BG News
Picture yourself spending a
couple of weeks roughing it on a
Navajo reservation with Native
Americans and other University
students. Imagine camping
under the stars and exploring the
beautiful area in which artist
Georgia O'Keefe painted.
Anyone wanting-to experience the life of the Navajo can do
so first-hand. Through the
department of social work, students will have the opportunity
to travel to New Mexico and Arizona to live on a reservation
from May 9-23.
Students may decide to take
the trip for three credit hours or
opt to just go for the experience.

>

The trip can be a requirement for
social work 395 or health and
human service 395.
According to Bill Thompson,
director for the trip, the trip will
explore the culture of the Navajo
as it applies to students and professionals in human services.
"You don't have to do this for
credit, but if you wanl credit it is
a regular course in health and
human services or social work,"
Thompson said. "Or you could
do it as an independent study in
your major."
Most of the trip will be spent
camping at Chaco Canyon,
Ghost Ranch and Ihe reservation.
While on the reservation, students will gel to meet with story
tellers, dancers, weavers, a medicine woman and many others

lhal work on the reservation.
"This workshop builds community among the participants
using a methodology lhal promotes self and community reflection," Thompson said.
Shannon Hayes, a senior
american culture studies major,
went on the trip last summer. She
heard about il from one of her
professors. According lo Hayes,
Ihe group spent three days in
Chaco Canyon where Ihey
learned about the Anasazi,
which was an ancient civilization.
After Chaco Canyon, the
group spent nine days on Ihe
Navajo reservation. During the
first day, Cher Thompson, who is
a Navajo youth worker, gave a
talk about the problems on Ihe

The sun bounces off the cliffs of Canyon de Chelly, a spiritual
place where the Navajo had their last stand.
reservation.
They also spent three days
with Stanley and Carol Perry
who are storytellers. The Perry's

I

talked about life when Ihey were
growing up.
• See NAVAJO, page five.
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I transferred io Bowling Green from a very small school lhaf had
about 1,200 students. I knew coming into Bowling Green that it
would not have that personal touch that small schools are known
for, but I was never expecting a cold — sometimes downright mean
— atmosphere. My second week here 1 received a phone call from
one of my friends asking me to come over and see if 1 thought his
injuries were severe enough to go to the hospital. When I asked him
what happened he told me he fell down while ice skating and was
knocked unconscious for an unknown period of time. He told me
there were at least fifteen people skating around him and not a single one slopped Io see if he was o.k. When I came over to see him
his shirt was bloody and he had a large gash on his head. Where is
the compassion?
Every time I walk to class I notice that people are more interested in the color of their shoes than the people walking by them. I realize that people are busy and consumed with all that is going on in
their lives, but 1 don't think it would kill anyone to smile or hold the
door open for the person behind them.
These things really bother me, but 1 was never motivated to write
a Letter to the Editor until tonight. I was leaving Jerome Library
when I noticed someone had left their truck lights on. I jotted down
the license plate number and the color and went back into the
library. I knew the library had an intercom. I figured they would
announce the license plate number so if the person driving the truck
was in the library they would not have to deal with a dead battery.
I was wrong. When I arrived at the front desk and told the lady
about the situation she told me, "Sorry, we don't do that here." I
want to know why. Would anyone really care if their research was
interrupted for 10 seconds so that someone would not have to wait
around in the dark for someone to jump start their truck? I for one
would not, and I hope that I am not alone.
I \ i'ii though my experiences here have not always been positive,
I firmly believe that people are decent deep down (some much
deeper than others). I don't want to rip apart everyone that attends
school, teaches or works here. 1 just wish that people would take a
little more time to be considerate of the needs of those around them.
Shannon Dillon
Senior
Music / Psychology

Letters to the Editor policy
Do you agree with all of this? The BG News encourages all student, faculty,
administrative and local Input from any and all people who have a strong oplnIon. The BG News will not dlscrlmminare upon letters solely based on a person s
opinion. We offer two avenues to people wishing to express his or her opinion.
■ Letters to the Editor, letters are to be less than 500 words (less than two
typed, double-spaced pages). These axe usually in response to a current Issue on
tnc BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be submitted as
Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Anonymous letters are not encouraged. The News will not print any letter or
Guest column without being able to verify the author. This will be accomplished
only if the author submits i)ls or her name, academic major and year, phone
number and/or email address. The News will consider printing a letter or column as anonymous only under specific situations In which the author may have
valid reasons to remain anonymous.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a written copy to 210 West Hall and
leave It in the Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or. send It on email to
bgncwsSibgnct.bgsu.edu and give It the subject. "Letter to the Editor .
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters received. The
News reserves the right to edit any and ail letters. The Editorial Board acknowledges all entnes submitted for publication.
Copyright 'S> 1999, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any
material from this publication without prior permission of The BG News Is
prohibited.
The BG News Is an independent publication founded In 1920 and Is published dally during the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily
those of the student body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editonals are the opinion of the Spring 1999 BG News staff
The BG News encourages Its readers to notify the paper of any errors In sto
rics or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are finaL

Prejudice doesn't make much sense
We live in an imperfeel world
with lots of injustices and problems. There is no doubt in my
mind that there are people who
have prejudices, stereotypes and
hate toward other people. In
fact, I am not sure if we will ever
be able to get rid of it.
There are many people who
take no stock in the color, sexuality, race, religion, shoe size or
any other physical aspects of
people. These people live life not
trying to oppress anyone else or
find reasons lo hate or ignore
someone else. Of course, these
people are few and far between.
Most people fall somewhere into
the "I am not prejudiced at all"
catagory, when in reality, we all
have our prejudices. Perhaps
you feel that you do not have
any prejudices against anyone,
and I hope that you really don't,
but if you take a closer look, I bet
you'll find a few.
My prejudices lie in my own
feelings toward people who are
prejudiced. I try very hard never
to make quick judgments about
people for any reason whatsoever; nevertheless when I hear or
see someone else demonstrating
a prejudice, I immediately develop a dislike for that person. The
ones that really lick me off are
the justice-screaming hypocrites.
There are people in this world
who are voices
for the
oppressed, speaking out for
equality among all people and to
them 1 tip my hat. Still there are
some people out there who,

while demanding respect for
their own cause, are quick to
lash out or be prejudice against
another group. For example,
individuals who fight for minority rights and affirmative action,
seeking respect for the people
they represent, might believe
that anyone who is homosexual
is not worth a crap.
A white feminist, who speaks
out for the rights of women
everywhere, might feel that
members of any other race or
ethnicity is inferior. Individuals
who fight for respect should give
respect to everyone else. People
like the above-mentioned do
exist and I bet you know someone who is like this.
Perhaps you are like this. Are
you? What are your prejudices?
Do you have any? These hypocrites are one of the few things
that really get my blood boiling.
In a world of imperfections, people must speak out for the injustices that have been done in the
past and any that might be done
in the future. These injustices are

not the burden of any single
group or movement. They are
owned by the whole world. People lay claim that affirmative
action is bad, that if two people
are qualified for the same position that someone should not gel
it because they are black.
Well, hell, someone should
not gel that position because
they are white either and there
are people out there who would
give the job to someone because
they are white. Unfortunately,
without affirmative action, some
of these people would be free to
display their prejudices all the
time. But this article is not about
affirmative action.
The world is full of people
and there is every race, religion,
sexual orientation and gender
represented. Diversity is what
makes our world the wonderful
place that it is. There are no two
people who are completely alike.
People tend lo group people
together by their race, gender,
ethnicity or whatever else and
lay claim that they are alike. In
reality, everyone is so different
that sometimes skin color is the
only thing that two people might
have in common.
Think about it. We class ourselves by ethnicity in almost
everything we do. On paperwork that we fill out, we have to
mark "Nationality." Why? Why
is society hell-bent on grouping
people by nationality? There are
people who are the same race as
me, yet have nothing more than

that single item in common. I
know people of other genders
and other nationalities that are
more similar to me than people
of my own race.
What I am trying to convey is
that race, sexual orientation,
gender or whatever else is not
any reason to not like someone.
It is natural that people will not
get along with other people and
thai there are some people in this
world that you will not like. But
never, never should you not like
someone because of race, sexual
orientation, gender or any other
physical aspect or life style
choices.
People are different and we
all have things that make us
unique to the world. These are
the things that should determine
who we like and dislike. 1 am a
realist, I understand that there
will always be hate and dislike
in this world; nevertheless, I feel
that dislike should not stem
from any of the above-mentioned things. If you get to know
someone and you feel that you
do not like them, fine. Ideally, no
one would dislike someone else
simple because of their nationality, race, gender or sexual orientation, but for conflicts of personality. So I ask you, if there is
someone that you dislike, why
do you dislike him or her?
)ud Laipplu is a columnist for
The News and pretty darned unprejudiced. He can Ik' reached at
judson@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Our generation needs to set the right example
As we aH rise from our comfortable seats and exit what
appears to be the closing curtain
to President Bill Clinton's
impeachment trial with an
acquittal to bool, let us not go
back to our studies, work and
relationships only to chuckle (or
puke) at what journalists call
Monicagate. Some see the President's personal conduct to be
irrelevant to his ability to effectively lead this nation, a nation
sporting a strong economy with
low interest rales, an absence of
high unemployment, and a lowering crime rate. In a prosperous
time unparalleled in U.S. history,
these indicators all sound well
and good during a presidential
and possible constitutional crisis.
As well-educated citizens, we
must perk up lo what truly is a
history-making event that may
have broad ramifications for our
future.
As a concerned American citizen, 1 implore those of you who
wish to brush ofl the entire Clinton affair as sickening, boring or
just plain comical to reconsider
what this may mean to you, and
yes, even to our generation. I
bring up a few points my rivals,
with understandably good arguments, may wanl to reconsider.
I am reminded of the words of
author Herbert Spencer who

".

once said, "Unattainable as pure
rectitude is, and will long continue to be, we must keep an eye on
the compass which tells us
whereabout it lies; or we shall
otherwise wander in the opposite direction."
First and foremost, for those
of you who deem a President's
private life is his business, let me
remind you that high military
officials and top corporate executives have been severely punished and/or asked to resign for
similar offenses as committed by
our President. How can we
expect any less from our own
Commander in Chief? Many private and public professionals
will tell you personal and private conduct does indeed affect
one's work performance and
decision-making
abilities,
whether immediately seen or
not.
Second, for those of you who
claim all politicians lie and therefore have no vindication for pub-

lic trust, let me also remind you
that public service is a noble profession only tarnished by the
likes of self-serving public figures such as President Clinton.
Both Democrats and Republicans alike, duly elected lo
advance causes and beliefs for
those they represent, were hurt
ever so more by his choice to lie
under oath (i.e. his defiant and
draft-dodging attitude) during
the grand jury trial. As a citizen
and his current boss, I am not
allowed to go into a grand jury
trial and lie under oath. How
then can the President, who
stands in the most prestigious
and reputable public office of the
land, be above the law?
And for those of you who
applaud
Larry Flynt, the
founder of Hustler Magazine,
for his $1 million offer to persons who dig up other scandalous political affairs, let me
say that his point does little justice. Everyone knows White
House scandals are commonplace throughout history, like
tiny, horrific, festering thorns in
the flesh of our democratic
republic. The difference lies in
the courage of those who take
initiative for personal responsibility. The President is solely to
blame for spending all our millions of tax dollars on his own
doleful scandal.

We are all tired of looking up
lo those who we deem halfway
respectable only to be disappointed by Iheir lack of character. The only alternative is lo
work hard ourselves and with
the help of God clean up the
unfortunate mistakes made by
those who care not about the
consequences. Our generation
will no longer stand for such
mediocrity but must instead
reach for sagacity. What we do
with our nation is our choice.
It is time we make a difference
and avoid making the same mistakes as those before us. Striving
for excellence, we will do our
best to secure a belter nation for
ourselves and our children.
We will be accountable for our
own actions and face up to the
consequences for those actions
as justice and nobility calls for it.
Character does in fact matter
in leadership, especially in the
presidential of/ice. As future
leaders of our nation, let us set
the right example for our children, unlike President Clinton's
poor example of picking oneself
up out of one's own mire pile a
dozen times over.
Keith Heckleman is a guest
columnist. He can be reached at
heckel@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

website of the day
www.answerinffmachine.co.uk

SLCje

tendency to engage in verbal
exchanges that consist of —
nothing. We've gotten very lazy
in how we approach our communication, and while this
might not be completely new, it
is dismaying.
Those silent monastic orders
are on to something. I know, it
sounds ridiculous. You couldn't
go even a day without speaking, right? Well, how about simply eliminating extraneous
chatter?

Our language is rich, full of
delicious words and quirky little
idioms that disintegrate on
close inspection, but concisely
convey a particular idea. It
should be used, cherished and
exploited in its full range of
communicative capacity.

I'll grant that generic greetings ("Hey, how's it going?")
when there is really no interest
in (or time for) the answer have
their place in maintaining social
bonds. If nothing else, they
convey recognition and a general good will. Similarly, multiple rehashings of the same
story or themes among good
friends serve to reaffirm the
importance of common experiences, and perhaps allow for
some reworking of familiar
ideas.

Instead, our speech patterns
degenerate, our vocabularies
atrophy, and our range of
expression is compromised.
This goes beyond our generation's oft-lamented peppering
of speech with the ubiquitous
"like" and stale profanity.
All too frequently, we regress
into the fully inarticulate, relying
on vague hand gestures and
meaningless
phrases
to
express nebulous ideas. While
the speaker may think he is
communicating, the listener is
internally writhing with frustra-

I'm more concerned about
what seems to be a growing

PEOPLE

on the street

tion, wishing for a way to
extract a precise word.

Should Wilford Berry,
convicted murderer,
be executed Friday?

You don't think this is a problem? Honestly consider how
many times you've witnessed
this:
"It was like ... (vague gesture). Well, I don't know. It was
just, well, whatever, you
know?"
That sounds like exaggeration, but my own highly biased
and unscientific survey of
speech patterns reveals that
there actually are (fairly intelligent) college students who can
manage to work at least three
of those phrases into a single
spoken sentence.
True eloquence is not necessary in daily conversation, but
coherence should be mandatory, because this problem is,
unfortunately, contagious. The
presence of a single inarticulate interloper can cause a
decent conversation to ... you
know ... become ... urn, I don't
know ... dumb and stuff, or
something.

Vic Fiorello
Senior
Telecommunications
Yes, I believe in
capital punishment.
An eye for an eye.
Burn baby burn."

Adam Penton
Freshman
Advertising, Aero.
Tech.
'Yes. he should pay for]
killing people They
should put it on a TV
show. Little kids can
see it and know not to
murder people."

Doug Klein
Sophomore
Sports Management
"Only if it's on payper-view. "

Jeff Sharp
Senior
VCT
'Only if it's proven
without a reasonable
doubt."

Renae Kuck
Senior
Fashion Merch.
"No, let him rot in
jail."

• People on the street is intended as an unscientific sample of the student population. Anyone
desperately hoping to be in this feature may find it profitable to hang around the student union
around, say, seven-ish But you didn't hear it here
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How did the 19th century Heart
of the Home become the 20th
century Child of the State? An
Institute for the Study of Culture
and Society talk by Judith
Sealander. history. Campus
Room. Student Union.

/ / a.m. - 3 p.m.

9 a.m. - Noon

Catholic Student

Jehovah's Witnesses
Information Table

Connection, Catholics on

Math Science Building.

Foyer

Campus

4 - 5:30 p.m.

10 a.m. - 3:15 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

APICS membership drive

Re-inventing American

Business Administration Building.

Childhood

Education Abroad
Information Session
Call the Education Abroad

TOMORROW

TODAY
HIGH: 36

LOW: 23

7:30 p.m.
Poetry Reading by

Financial Planning
This overview of financial planning will help small business
owners' budget, project and
document their expenses and
income. Fee S40. Contact
Continuing Education.

Stephen Dunn.
Poetry reading by award-winning poet Stephen Dunn. This
event is sponsored by BGSU's
Creative Writing Program. 117
Olscamp.

HIGH: 31

LOW: 21
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•/SEF-uh-man-see/* (noun)
Heholii Ihe sun south obote

whale shark is pure fish

divination by pebbles.

look at me ikmn to the north

Exajnpl«i Powena was the most

let me u ash mi face «tlh u aler lei me
eat let me eat food

popular lass at slumber par-

let me uashm\ faceuilhtimer

ties when she was a girl; her
psephomancy was more accurate
and twice as fun as a Ouiia
board.
from

which

the
means

pebble,

and "mancy," English

suffix

for

divination

or

prophesy.

li is

one of 360 kinds of sharks

Ihaivnopam
Today let me kill a deer and bring it
home lo eat
Look at me ami n lo Ihe north, grandfather sun old man

skaies and rays ihac swim in the
Eanh's waiers. Unlike whales,
which arc mammals, whale
sharks are cold-blooded and
breaihe under water.
Topping out at estimates ranging from 4o to 65 feet, with

To Ihe south and north I am achee

weights as heavy as 16 tons and

TotttlY I shall be happy

tails that may stretch as long as

U'inruTnbe The Willingness of a Deer
to Die

three men. the whale shark
holds title to the world's largest
fish.

THE WHALE SHARK
Whale or shark1

Common

name noi withstanding, (he

^

1

1

51
52
53
54
55
56
60
61
62
63
64
65

ACROSS
1 Motel chain
7 Respectful
address
10 Firsl word, often
14 Handsome man
15 Night before
16 Guitarist Clapton
17 9-to-5-er, and
then some
19 Dusting powder
20 Everyone
21 Swiss painter
22 Competent
23 Flatfish
25 Kernels
26 Stated ones
case
27 Speaker of the
Hall of Fame
28 One of the girts
29 Globe
31 Deed
32 Limp's cohort
33 Grain depository
34 Flavorful herb
36 Specially made
40 Poker stake
41 Industrious
insect
42 Compass point
43 Make even
46 Neighbor of Ga.
47 Track
48 Showing strain
49 Baleen whale
food

by Paul Ktochenan

"pseph,"

Managing Your Money:

*•

t

Source Nature Conservancy, fan
Feh I'm

1
2
3
4
5

Water whirl
Against: pref.
River of Sudan
Shoshone
monster
Fuzzy
Flair
Service charge
Actress Jeanne
Utters
Leno's Han
Familiar with

39 Depend
43 Developmental
steps
44 Asian
metropolis
45 Expenditure
46 Jam-packed

7 Merchant
8 Uke college
walls
9 Exit hymn
10 Symbolic figure
ot speech
11 Suitable for
farming
12 Milwaukee beer
13 Give one's
consent
18 "Black Iris"
painter Georgia
23 Wild shot
24 Puget Sound
whale
25 Weapon with a

1'

•

1

■ vo

»

24

H"

v>

196

y

&

1

31
34

137

36

40

H
U

X)

33

r*

13

ti

1

H*"

27

\?

ii

lie

I'l
its

1?

39 Depend
43 Developmental
steps
44 Asian
metropolis
45 Expenditure
46 Jam-packed

6 Silvery-gray

Soul Food Dinner
Come enjoy some good soul
food cookin' for a good cause.
Admission is S3 and 2 canned
goods. All the money and
canned goods will go to a special family that the ladies of
Delta Sigma Theta adopt. For
more information, contact
mikaaba@bgnetbgsu.edu. St.
Thomas More.

14

fixed blade
30 Storyline
32 Landlord's due
33 Tried to buy
time
35 Vientiane
residents
37 Soundproofed
38 "National Velvet"
author Bagnold

DOWN
Uncooked
Fuss
Virtuous conduct
Tarsi
Clock face

7:30 p.m.

■.

HA)

Snow.

psephomancy

Greek

6 - 8 p.m.

CROSSWORD

Partly Cloudy.

comes

International
&
Summer
Programs at 419/372-8181. 2
College Park. BGSU.

daily

WEATHER

Paaphomancy

Office at 419/372-0309 for
details. 1103 Offenhauer West.
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JW
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MI
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tor the answers, look on the
web www bflnews com

PAGE THREE of the BG NEWS Is intended as a

source of non-vital information as well as a
reprieve from stressful and/or boring daily minutiae. The material herein has been composed meticulously using various means to provide today's
most meaningful and fulfilling nonsense. All words
transcribed here are real; names have been
changed to protect the innocent and the unwitting.
Complaints, comments, ideas, materials, monetary
gifts, submissions, and other sorts of contributions
gladly accepted: please deposit In 210 WEST HALL
in hard copy or Macintosh disk form or email to
Mary Beth Murlha at marym@bgnet. bgsu.edu. I'll
probably look al it. Those whose material is worthy
will get to see it in print ... such reward.

47 Call it a career
50 Miffed
54 Space saucers:
abbr.
57 Aussie bird
58 Dine
59 Twosome

TV GUIDE SECTION
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 18,1999
I 6:00 I 6:30 I 7:00 I

7:30

I

8:00

I

8:30

I

9:00

I

9:30

I 10:00 1

10:30 1

11:00 1

11:30

News tt

CBS News

Wheel-Fortune

Jeopardy! X

Diagnosis Murder (In Slereo) X

Turks Lend Me Your Ears" X

News X

ABC Wld News

Ent. Tonight

Hollywood Sq.

World's Deadliest Storms I

Storm ol the Century (In Stereo) (Part 3 oi 3) X

NewsX

NBC News

Grace Under

Frasier ■'

Friends If

m
0D
m

Computr Chro.

Business Rpt.

Newshour With J m Lehrer It.

CD

{5 001 Showbu Collection

HD

Simpsons .If

<D
<B
ffl

Newshour With J m Lehrer I

Arthur X

Home Improve. IMad About You Setnleld X

[Simpsons X

[Jesse (In Stereo) Frasier n:

Veronica's Cl.

148 Hours (In Stereo) X

ER "The Storm" X

LaleShowX

News X

Niijhtiine X

NewsX

Tonight Show

Ballykissangel The Reckoning"

Mystery! Heat ol tne Sun" X

Scottish Fiddle Orchestra

Charlie Rose (In tereo)X

What We DM

This Old House [Yankee Shop

Mystery!' Heat ol the Sun" X

Crown A Country X

Waiting lor God Charlie Rote X

Friends X

World's Wildest Police Videos

Most Shocking Medical Video*

NewsX

[NewsradioX

Simpsons X

Movie: Thelas!MancdP,'ane!£amV'(l999)JulieB0wen X

[News

[Sports TVDet.

Movie. «t. : Heaven Knows, Mr. MW>n"(1957) Robed Mrtchum.

Movie: ••» The Green Be'ers"(1968. Drama) John Wayne X

Movie: *t'j "Mo'Money "i 1992. Comedy) Damon Wayans

Gallagher: Melon Crazy (R)

Daily Show

Terror Technicians (Ft)

kilo the Unknown (R)

Terror Technicians (Fl

[Frasier.it.

Jerry Springer

Pocket Watches

Pocket Watches
[Friends 1'.

NewsX

Friends X

[FrasierX

CABLE STATIONS
AMC

(5i5iMovie.

[Movw: •**'; "Home or Ire 8.we"|l949, Drama)

COM Saturday Night Live X
Fis-lt-Line (R)
DISC New House
ENC

(4 20) Movie:

ESPN Up Close

Daily Show (R)

1 Stein's Money

Wild Discovery Deadly Nature"

Movie: ••• -mx-ri3»"(i97t)RooenDuvan.3r
Sport scenter
Show-Funny

[Raging Planet "Earthquake" (R)

Movie: eee 'The Island of Or MorMu"(t977)

College Basketball Michigan Stale at Michigan (lure)
Show-Funny

FAM

New Addams

New Addams

lute, Camera

lUtt, Camera

HBO

(5 30) Movie: • < i 'Marx League If Movie,:•• "Sieer'(1997. Fantasy) ShaquiHe O'Neal PG-13'I

College Basketball DePaul at Southern Mississippi (Live)
Movie: Hugged Gold'(1994, Adventure) Jill Eikenberry (In Stereo)
Movie: 'to* and Wtoe (1998) Gma Gershon 'N.R'

HIST

Disaster) (R)

20th Century (R)

MTV

(5:30) Jams Countdown

Beevis-Butt.

Celebrity Death

sc

Last Word

Cm

1BA Basketball New York KmcVs at Cleveland Cavaliers From Gund Arena (Live)

|Sports News

Modem Marwls "The Police Car"

Trains Unlimited (R)
Blame Game

Due South "Eclipse" (In Stereo) I

TOON Salman: Series [Scooby Doo

Sports News

Twilight Zone.« Star Trek X

Shadow ot the Assassin

Medical Delect

Movie: »** "The Deliberate Sf'anoer"( 1986. Drama) Mark Harmon, Frederic Forrest. The story ot convcted serial killer Ted Bun<
Johnny Bravo

3ugs A Oafry

TomandJerry

[RintstonesX

[ScoobyDoo

[JohnnyBravo

USA

Hercules Legendary Jrnys.

)l*na: Patriot Princess (in Stereo) Walker, Texas Ranger X

Movl«:•**'? '7 e Chtia Syndrome"(i979. Drama) Jack Lemmon. (In Stereo) X

VH1

Pop-Up Video

Behind the Music "M.C. Hammer" Mouse ol Blues 1 Video Timeline

Mora-Stars

IFourplay |R)

PRESENT

1 ANNUAL S?niHG BKEAK BEACH PAKTY
ONLY ONE WEEK LEFT UNTIL THE FINALS
Two winners will be picked this week to compete with our
previous winners in the finals on Feb. 25th. Come see who will
win a 1 week trip for four to Islamorada Fl. in the Florida Keys
March 6-13 Plus $500 Spending Cash
Register 9-11 p.m.' Contest starts at 11:30 pm.
For Details Call Mark's Pub
532 E. Wooster
or Galactic Tan

Monday
Nitro

[College Basketball Slanloiu at Washngion (Live)

ER 'Weeome Back. Carter' X

ICow A Chicken

[Lovdins

Highlander: The Series (In Slereo) Friday the 13th. The Series «

Animaniacs

1 Denier's Lab

AND

GALACTIC TON

Tuesday

Wednesday

I«MM: First Look Shock Video 3: Turn-On TV (R) X

Celebrity Death [Boardbtast

[Behind the Music "Madonna' (R) (In Slereo)

Without Warn.
s rampage
Cow A Chicken
NY Undercover

[Behind the Music "Gloria Estelan"

*tee

st

Monday

700 Club

Celebrity Death [Celebrity Death

Amazing Stories Star Trek'I.Mud<f X
SCI Fl Quantum Leap '
Medical Detect [Without Warn.
TLC Home Again |R] [Home Again (R) You're So Vain (R)
TNT

ISportscenler x

Sultana: The Mississippi's Titanic Frontier: Legends-North.: Knives
Celebrity Death ICelebnty Death

a^K»9••,

[Steins Money

Movie: **• Xat People" (1962) A woman disbelieves the legend ot her lamiiy s curse. X

<T

»

BROADCAST STATIONS

50 cent
Dralts
$1.00 Shots

Mark Miller
Save The Teeth
Fund-rMistr
Nlghf
$2.00
Pitchers
$150
Well Drinks

352-2447

Thursday

Frl/Sat

Phishin Spring Break
with Dave Beach Party

Draft
Specials

Import
Specials

Frozen Tropical
Drink Specials
Daiquiris
Rum Runners
Pina Cdada
Sex on the
Beach

Happy Hour
7:00-9:00
M-F

I
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Kosovo talks progressing

Eye on
news

The Associated Press
RAMBOUILLET, France —
Despite Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic's defiant "no"
to the chief mediator at the Kosovo peace talks, the British and
French foreign ministers said
Wednesday they detected some
progress.

ompllrd from itaff and wire reports

ICRASII

Survivor says storm came out of nowhere
TOLEDO (AP) — A doctor seriously injured when a medical
helicopter crashed into a house says the snow squall they flew into
came out o( nowhere.
"It just started throwing the helicopter everywhere," David Hartman said.
"1 remember going down," he said. "I know I was praying."
Hartman, 33, Anne Leitnick, 45, a registered nurse at St. Vincent
Mercy Medical Center, and Mike Tajak, 41, the pilot, all suffered
multiple fractures in the crash Friday afternoon.
Hartman was in serious condition Wednesday. Tajak was in fair
condition while Leitnick was in serious condition at St. Vincent.
Tajak was flying Leitnick and Hartman from St. Vincent's to
Community Hospitals of Williams County in Bryan, about 50 miles
away, so they could take a patient to the Medical College of Ohio
Hospital in Toledo.
They had gone about 10 miles before turning back because of bad
weather. Tajak was trying to make an emergency landing when the
helicopter crashed into a house.
No one inside the house was injured.
Investigators from the Federal Aviation Administration said
determining the cause of the crash probablv would take several
months.

IDEATHS I

Israelis kill three Kurds
BERLIN (AP) — Israeli security guards shot and killed three
Kurds who forced their way into the Israeli consulate Wednesday
with dozens ol protesters enraged by reports that Israel aided in the
arrest of the foremost Kurdish rebel leader.
Turkish officials jubilantly released a videotape of their captive,
Abdullah Ocalan, dramatic footage showing him handcuffed and
sweating, his eyes taped shut. Officials said he was being interrogated in an island prison and promised a fair trial, but refused to allow
three of his foreign attorneys into Turkey.
In Berlin, as many as 100 demonstrators — some brandishing
clubs and iron bars — pummeled their way past 30 German police
officers sent to the Israeli consulate 30 minutes earlier after officials
received reports that Kurds planned to take the building, police chief
Hagen Saberschinsky said.
The Kurds climbed a fence surrounding (he four-story white
building and broke through the door.

Editor in-Chief.
Mike Wendling
372-6966

With less than three days to
go to the Saturday noon deadline for reaching a three-year
interim agreement between
Serbs and Kosovo Albanians,
Foreign
Ministers
Hubert
Vedrine of France and Robin
Cook of Britain said both sides
showed signs of moving closer
to a deal.
"It seems things are moving a
bit," Vedrine said on the steps of
the 14th-century chateau in
Rambouillel, outside Paris,
where talks have been taking
place since Feb. f>. "But there is
only a little time left."
Key to any Kosovo peace
agreement is the deployment of
a 30,000-strong NATO force in
the province to ensure the deal is
implemented. Belgrade's refusal
so far to consider allowing such
a force on Yugoslav territory has
been a major roadblock in the
talks.
Christopher Hill, the American who heads the international
mediating team at the talks, flew
to Belgrade on Tuesday with a
tough message for Milosevic:
Sign a deal by Saturday or face
NATO missiles. NATO has
threatened to launch airstrikes
on Yugoslavia it an agreement is
not reached by Saturday.
Milosevic, however, showed
no sign of being intimidated.

"Our negative stand on the
presence of foreign troops is not
only the attitude of the leadership, but also of all the citizens of
our country," Milosevic said in a
statement carried by the official
news agency Tanjug.
The six-nation Contact Group
on the Balkans, made up of the
United States, Russia, Britain,
France, Germany and Italy,
brought Serbs and secessionist
Albanians to the negotiating
table to end a conflict that has
cost an estimated 2,000 lives and
left hundreds of thousands
homeless in the southern
province of Serbia, the dominant
of two Yugoslav republics.
Asked if Milosevic's "no" to
foreign troops was definitive,
Cook said: "Mr. Milosevic rarely
confines himself to something as
brief as saying no, and we are
quite clear that there have been
instructions given to the Serb
delegation with respect to that."
He did not elaborate.
The Clinton administration
said the Serbs face "swift and
severe consequences" if they
persist in rejecting a NATO force.
"If it would take some military action to force Mr. Milosevic
to his senses, so be it," said State
Department spokesman James P.
Foley.
A senior American official in
Washington, speaking on condition of anonymity, said that if the
Serbs agreed to the NATO force,
an extension of the talks beyond
the Saturday deadline might be
considered to clear up some of
the remaining unresolved .issues.
In his statement, Milosevic
reiterated the Serb stand that
there can be no independence for
Kosovo and that all ethnic com-

Assoclated Press Photo
Yugoslav army soldiers practice during regular military exercises in central Kosovo.
munilies in the province should
have the same rights.
Ethnic Albanians make up 90
percent of Kosovo's 2 million
people.
A high-ranking Yugoslav official, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said frantic political
consultations were being held in
Belgrade as the Saturday deadline nears.
Yugoslav Deputy Premier
Vuk Draskovic said any final
peace deal must include the lilting of the remaining U.S. and
European sanctions on his country — in comments that suggested Belgrade might be more flexible over a NATO force if that
was the case.

financial institutions where it
has decisive say. And Belgrade's
assets are frozen in the United
States. The European Union has
imposed a flight ban on the
Yugoslav national carrier.
In addition to the dispatch of
NATO troops, part of the proposed agreement calls for the
disarming of the rebel Kosovo
Liberation Army. KLA spokesmen in both Rambouillel and
Kosovo have said the KLA can
never accept this.
Cook insisted, however, that
the KLA must disarm.

Draskovic did not rule it out
when asked if Yugoslavia could
accept a NATO force. "When we
sign the just solution, then I will
answer that question," he said.

"Between us, France and
Britain will commit a majority of
the troops that are currently
committed to that (NATO)
force," Cook said. "We are both
clear we are only going to supply our troops ... if there is a
cease-fire and a demilitarization
on both sides.

Washington
has
barred
Yugoslavia from receiving badly
needed loans from international

"We have made that clear to
the Kosovo Albanians," Cook
added.

V"

FOR FACULTY and STAFF at BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

HIGH MARKS FROM
MORNINGSTAR, S&P, MOODY'S,
MONEY MAGAZINE AND BILL.
We take a lot of pride in
gaining high marks from the

are among the lowest in the insurance
and mutual fund industries.***

major rating services. But the fact is,

With TIAA-CREF, you'll get the

we're equally proud of the ratings we

right choices —and the dedication —to

get every day from our participants.

helpyou achieve a lifetime of financial

Because at TIAA-CREF, ensuring the

goals. The leading experts agree. So

financial futures of the education

does Bill.

and research community is something
that goes beyond stars and numbers.
We became the world's largest

TIAA-CREF can helpyou build
a comfortable, financially secure
tomorrow, with tax-deferred annuities,

retirement organization by offering

mutual funds, I RAs, insurance and

people a wide range of sound invest-

more.

ments, a commitment to superior
service, and operating expenses that

To find out more, call us at
1877ARP-OHIO.

www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.*

•Source: Morningstar, Inc., Principia Variable Annuities/Life 11/30/98 "These top ratings are based on TIAA's exceptional financial strength, claims-paying ability and overall operating performance. '"Standard & Poor's Insurance Rating Analysis,
1998; Lippcr Analytical Services, Inc., Upper-Directors' Analytical Data, 1998 (Quarterly). CREF certificates and interests in the TIAA Real Estate Account are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. For more complete
information, including charges and expenses, coll 1 800 842-2733, extension 5509, for the CREF and TIAA Real Estate Account prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest or send money.
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NAVAJO

GRANTS

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

Another night the group
attended a dance with the Native
Americans. They even participated in the dancing with them.
"I thought it was fun," Hayes
said. "It was nice to interact with
the people."
Hayes said it was a great
experience and would recommend it to anyone.
"It taught me a lot about
oppression and how privileged I
am," Hayes said. "We take for
granted how good we have it."
Hayes also said it was a good
way to learn about other cultures.
"It was fun," Hayes said. "It's
important for people to learn
about other cultures.
Students who take the workshop for credit must purchase a
textbook and keep a daily jour-

versity and the city as a community together," said Mary
Krueger, director of the BGSU
Women's Center and co-coordinator of the project Peace Begins
at Home, which assesses
resources for battered women.
The program accomplishes
this by requiring each project to
have at least two co-coordinators, one from University, and
one from the community. The cocoordinators then draw up a proposal which they present to
members of the grant program.
"The unusual, if not unique,
thing about this funding source
is that they are committed to
partnership," Krueger said.

Many students view these ruins
nal. Each student will also be
required to write a paper.
Participants will meet for five
weeks before the trip to discuss
issues, view videos and read

at Chaco Canyon, New Mexico
about the Navajo.
An informational meeting will
be held tonight at 7:30 p.m. in BA
103 for anyone wanting to learn

Photo Provided
during their trip.
more about the trip. Anyone
interested in participating in the
trip may contact Thompson at
352-7534.

Along

with

the

partnership,

the proposal should enhance cultural awareness, health, or economic development, Farber said.
"The community
ported by the

feels

sup-

University," said

Rebecca Hurst, victim advocate
with Behavioral Connections of
Wood County and the Bowling
Green Municipal Court.

Krueger agreed.
"I love the University and
community relationship," said
Krueger. "It keeps everybody
honest and forces us to look at
the big picture. I have to look
beyond the University."

Judge Wright will not be asked to step aside from Jones case
The Associated Press
LITILK ROCKTArk. — Judge
Susan Webber Wright will not be
asked to step aside from the
Paula Jones case, in which she is
ready to consider holding President Clinton in contempt,
sources on both sides of the case
said Wednesday.
Speaking on condition of
anonymity, sources close to Clinton's legal team said the consensus among the president's

lawyers was to not ask Wright to
step aside, but to take a chance at
a hearing to argue against a contempt charge for his testimony
about Monica Lewinsky in the
Jones lawsuit.
John Whitehead, an attorney
for Mrs. Jones, said Wednesday
his side will not ask the judge —
who dismissed Mrs. Jones' lawsuit last year — to recuse herself.
Clinton lawyer Robert Bennett
would not say whether he

planned to ask the judge to step
aside. Nor did Bennett say anything Tuesday about the contempt issue during a telephone
conference among the judge and
attorneys involved in Mrs. Jones'
sexual
harassment
lawsuit
against Clinton.
After that conference, Wright
issued an order saying she was
ready to address the contempt
issue.
Wright said in her order that

she did not believe there was any
reason for her to step aside.
Wright had said she would
step aside from the case if she
were asked to do so by attorneys
because of her contact with a
House impeachment case manager.
She disclosed Tuesday she
had contact with Rep. Asa
Hutchinson, R-Ark., and her law
clerk provided an affidavit for
possible use in the impeachment

be in contempt."
Wright first raised the contempt issue in a footnote lo a
Sept. 1 ruling in which she said
she was releasing Clinton's testimony in a Jan. 17 deposition in
the Jones case.
In that footnote, Wright said
she "has concerns about the
nature of the president's January
17, 1998, deposition, but makes
no findings at this time regarding whether the president mav

In the deposition, Clinton
said: "I have never had sexual
relations with Monica Lewinsky." He acknowledged Aug. 17
before a federal grand jury —
and again in a nationally televised address — that he had an
inappropriate relationship with
Ms. Lewinsky.

GREENBRIAR, INC.
BG News Tip Line: 372-6966

Time is Running Out On Columbia Courts...
•A/C
• Newly remodled with
fire places available
• 4 or 5 person
• Starting at $775.00

The outside world does exist.
The Work) and Nation section: news from everywhere but here. Every weekday, In The BG News.

B&B

Woodland Mall and Iht ^enMnct-ilrifiune

BRIDAL FAIR 99
Saturday & Sunday
FEBRUARY 20 - 21
fralu

't

...Get Them
While They Last!

Truck and Auto Repair
10% Discount
w/ Student ID

•Oil Change $19.99*
*mosl vehicles

iiil -. throughout the mall
, aspect of your wedding!

r-tsriioN snow
Presented by Aunt Pal* Bridal
VfUh tmeee Stephanie Roberts front

WNWO-TV 24
2:00 M MH1
ReqUler for prize* donated by mail merchant*
and exhibitors Including:

• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work
• Brakes
13040 Bishop Rd
Bowling Green. OH
353-252S
Free Towing if we

Checkout our Website for a
complete listing of all our
properties.
GREENBRIAR, INC.
www. wenet. org/~gbrental

B&B

224 E. Wooster

352-0717

■ i.hop
ltd

do the job!

Wedding Gown (Aunt Pate Bridal)

BGSU

(Value up lo J595.00.
Oak Table b 4 Chairs Umi-.li Oak Gallery)
Cedar Chest (Counlry doming)

4»

Come meet the sisters of \

moodlond moll

wmviKjHoodlandmdlLcom
1234 N. Main M.(BI.2S)
Boi-Uog Grrrn. Ohio
419-354-4447

Open Saturday 10-9, Sunday 12-5
Booth Spaces available - Contact taurte

Management Inc.
Now leasing for Fall 1999-2000

0

3igma Kappa

«j

For a night ofroocktails
and games!

Management Inc.
Hill.dilf Aplv I0S2 Mr«tl«. 2bdrm Mais.
very spacious. 9 Tool ceilings, car pods.
9 1/2- 12 mo Leases
Slanal ttIO (all JSi-MOO

Monday Feb. 15 from 9 - 9:45 p.m. j

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.

SkogLd
Reality Under Siege
Now through May 2, 1999

Hillsdalf Apts.. 1082 Fairview. Large studios.
high saulted ceilings, unique Hoot plan.
•> 1/2-12 mo Leases
Stan at S3S0 (all J JJ-5W

CA

/(fEfcCA
/(JEfcCA
Management Inc.

Willow House Apts.. 830 4th St I bdrms, gas
heat. AC Remodeled Starts at $375
Call 353-5800

TT» «Mb«wr> w» orpnM by U* VWIfi CoUtft
MuMum of Aft, Nortf»f*<KO«, MuMchuwftl, ^f
WO H tupportwl by i irtnl from ft* National ^P
Endowment for th* A/U. a federal aaancy. d.-«

Thursday Fed. 18 from 8-8:45 p.m.

f

*

lleltusite Apts.,710 N. Lnterprisr. I Mini, high
vaulted ceilings, unique floor plan
9 1/2- 12 mo Leases
Close to campus. Starts at S3»0 (all 35J-M00

Management Inc.

Tickets S3 with student I.D.
2445 Monroe Street at Scottwood
Call 1-888-763-7486 for tickets.

0

Management Inc.

Etrrgrttn Apto., 215 Por. BfTicicncics A huge
I bdrmi. laundry on *irc. lots of parking EfT
starts at S230, I Wnn, Starts al 1340
Call JM-SBOO^

The Toledo
Museum of Art

&

yttflJfcCA
Management Inc.
Wooster House. 7 I ft r Wooster. I bdrms,
Starting al $360 One minute from South Hall
Call 353-5800^^

Management Inc.
Stop by out office at 1045 V Main SI for
complete lilting or Call 353-MOO.
www.wcne?t.org/'-mccca

YOU CANT BEAT OUR FREE HEAT!!!
Check out Mid Am Manor apartments at these great locations:
641 Third Street
702 Third Street
839 Fourth Street
Spacious 2 bedroom apartments. Close to campus.
Landlord pays all heat, water, sewer, and gas bills!
These apartments rent at $4407month. There are no deals like this in BG!
Inquire about our other rentals also .. . Perfect for those with 3-4 roommates!
CHARLESTOWN APARTMENTS
710 & 730 Scott Hamilton

ASHDON APARTMENTS
850 Scott Hamilton

SCHMELTZ RENTALS
122 Frazee

CaHor stop by owr offLc&today!
Mid Am Management • 641 Third Street, Suite 4, BG • 352-4380

I

Sports /$

Tod McCloskey
Sports Editor
The BG News
372-2602

Hockey
gets a
rare
break

Breaking point
Zips slip past BG
in MAC battle
By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News
AKRON — II was a battle of
the sick, tired and injured.
With players on both sides
puking their guts out or nursing
injuries, the Akron men's basketball team was the one that
wheeled itself to a 71-65 victory
over Bowling Green last night at
the JAR arena.
The Zips had a flu-ridden
Jimmal Ball and Ryan Andrick,
while the team was coming off a
long road game at Northern Illinois two days earlier.
"We had three (games) in five
days," Akron coach Dan Hipsher said. "But they had guys sick,
we had guys sick."
Dakich said the Falcons' leading scorer Anthony Stacey was
playing at about 20 percent due
to the flu and forward Dave
Esterkamp had a sore upper lip.
But it was Akron's healthy
guard Jami Bosley, who doctored his team in the second
half, and scoring 24 points.
Andrick added 14 points for the
Zips.
The win keeps Akron (17-7
overall, 11-5 Mid-American
Conference) in an East Division
second place lie with Ohio. BG

(15-9 overall, 10-6 MAC) falls
below the Zips in the standings
with only two games remaining.
Down by eight at the half,
Akron quickly came back in just
over five minutes to take a 43-42
lead.
An aggressive Len Matela
kept the Falcons battling with
offensive putbacks. Matela finished with 20 points.
"I thought Lenny Matela was
very good (on the offensive
boards)," Dakich said.
With 6:04 left in the game and
the Falcons down three, Stacey
missed a jumper and two foul
shots on consecutive possessions that allowed the Zips to
take control.
For nearly all of the second
half BG was without the hot
hand of Keith McLeod. The BG
freshman scored eight first half
points, before reaching his
fourth personal foul with 19:05
remaining.
"1 thought it was key,"
Dakich said. "I left Keith
(McLeod) in the first half, I let
him pick up a third (personal
foul) and that was probably a
mistake — but Keith knows how
to play with fouls."
BG stayed in the game when
Dubrey Black hit a three-pointer

By DAN NIED
The BG News

BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
Falcon Forward Toney Reid shakes a defender earlier this season.
with 1:24 left. But senior guard
DeMar Moore missed a pass to
Black on the next possession thai
ended the BG threat.
Black ended with a season
high 16 points on six of eight
shooting.

The Zips tree throw shooting
proved to be a big factor in the
game. Akron hit 22 of 26 from
the loul line, while BG made 4 of
8.
Part of the Zips game plan
was to rest the team after the

NIU game. The team used a 2-2
zone, that stopped the Falcons
from driving the lane.
"1 think it made us a little passive," Moore said off the zone.
"We didn't attack it aggressively
like we do in practice."

Bosley too much for Falcons
By NICK HURM
The BG News
AKRON-Akron's Jami Bosley
had been waiting for the day he
could get his revenge on Bowling Green ever since the Jan. 15
loss to the Falcons, where he
was held to 15 points.
Last night, Bosley got his
revenge. The Akron guard split
his way through the BG defense
scoring 24 points in the Akron
victory.
"The first lime we played
them I was a little mad after the
game," Bosley said. "1 had 15
points and they talked about

what a great job they did stopping me and 1 had a doubledouble. I'd been waiting for this
game to show that they were not
going to hold me down this
lime."
Bosley scored the first seven
points for Akron to keep the
Zips in the game. By the end of
the first half, he contributed for
almost half of Akron's offense.
"Bosley was really good
tonight," coach Dan Dackich
said. "This time you could see
he came out with a real purpose."
The 6' junior set the tone for
the Zip comeback with a threepoint basket at the start of the

"The first time we played them I was a little mad
after the game. I had 15 points and they talked
about what a great job they did stopping me and I
had a double-double. I'd been waiting for this
game to show that they were not going to hold me
down this time."
Jami Bosley

second half. Akron went on a
10-0 run in which Bosley scored
four of the Zip's points.
"He was getting a lot of
screens," BG guard Demar
Moore said. "The team was

working to gel him the ball."
Bosley drained one more basket to help pul Akron up for
good. Along with this eight for
15 shooting, he led the team in
assists wilh four.

"The guy is a competitor,"
Akron guard Jimmal Ball said.
"He goes out there every nighl
and plays basketball the way it
is supposed to be played. He did
that again tonight."

When a trip to Alaska leaves
you a little sluggish, a few days
off will help you get things back
to normal.
At least that is what Bowling
Green head hockey coach
Buddy Powers is hoping.
Powers gave his troops both
Monday and Tuesday off to
recuperate from a weekend trip
to Alaska Fairbanks and get
them ready for Saturday's game
against Notre Dame.
"It's hard to go out there and
travel for 16 hours," Powers
said. We practiced there from 89, but in reality it was from midnight to one in the morning.
And when our guys had been
up since six in the morning, it's
a real drawn out day"
Powers gave his men the two
days off mainly because of the
travel back to BG.
"The trip back is what really
screws you up," Powers said,
"so they need the extra rest
because of that. A couple of
guys are feeling a little under
the weather, but that may just
be a hangover from the trip."
The players were happy to
get a rare break from hockey.
"We got to be real students
for a day," sophomore forward
Chris Bonvie said. "I was actually able lo go to the mall."
Day named CCHA Newcomer of the week
Freshman center Greg Day
was named CCHA rookie of the
week for his performance
against Alaska Fairbanks.
Day notched two goals and
an assist in Saturday's 10-3
blowout of the Nanooks.
"Both of my wingers came to
play over the weekend and they
helped me a lot," Day said.
"It's a great honor for Greg,"
Falcon captain Dan Price said.
"He's been plaving great late'y"
Day is the second Bowling
Green player this year to be
named rookie of the week.
Freshman defenseman Grady
Moore won the honor the week
of Nov. 8.
Offensive Explosion
Forward Craig Dejarlais had
a goal and four assists Saturday.

Women's hoops squeak by CMU
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News

BC Newi I Photo/ HIKE LEHMKUHLE
i guoid francm« Miller takes a jumpihot in a recant gome

MT. PLEASANT, MICH.
— When it comes to seeding
for the Mid-American Conference tournament, both
Central Michigan and Bowling Green desperately need
wins.
The teams entered the contest tied for the sixth seed.
Both teams are aiming for the
fourth seed in order to host a
first round tournament game.
Neither wants to go to Toledo
or Kent.
When the dust settled, the
Falcons ended up on the plus
side. BG beat the Chippewas
and former Falcon coach
Fran Voll 84-81.

■ •. - rJ' ■.■'-'.'■.'•■ .
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BG is 12-12 overall and 8-6
in the MAC, while Central is
11-13 overall and 7-7 in
league play.
"It was huge first of all
because it was on the road,"
BG coach Deanne Knoblauch
said. "Second of all il was
against a team we are tied
with. II doesn't get any bigger than this."
Both coaches would agree
lhal BG's three-pointers
made a huge difference. As a
team, the Falcons connected
on 8 of 16 treys to Central's 2
of 8.
BG's Angie Farmer hit four
three-point shots. Sherry
Kahle scored two. Jaymes
Wappes and Yolanda Holt
also hit three-pointers.

"That's the one thing that
hurt us," Voll said. "Our kids
played hard. (In close games
like this) Every win is a better
situation for us. Every loss is
a lesser."
Kahle led all scorers wilh
24 points.
"It was just shooting il up
when I was open," Kahle
said. I was coming off picks
right. They were leaning off
me and going Jackie's (Raterman) way. I'm going to take it
if I'm open."
Farmer, who finished with
2! points, also credited Raterman for her shots. Raterman
had 22. Il was the first time
all year BG has had three
players score 20 or more
points.

mmi

"Any time you have a post
player like Jacki who can take
pressure off the guards, it
helps," Farmer said. "It's just
a reaction to the ball. II leaves
us open for a nice easy shot."
BG also outdid Central in
assists 19-14. Wappes and
Francine Miller had five each.
Sally Sedler, Toni Daniels
and Shelly Woods paced the
Chips with 19,19 and 15
points respectively.
BG led 48-38 after the half,
but saw the lead evaporate
fast.
With 5:27 left, the Falcons
trailed 74-66. Knoblauch
called a timeout. BG responded with a 12-4 run to tie the
game at 78 with 2:29 remaining.

"I was very concerned,"
Knoblauch said. "I told them
to keep plugging away. We
didn't need great plays, but
good passes and good shots
and to pick it up on defense."
Raterman scored on a post
jumper while Farmer and Jill
DeFosse hit free throws to
make it 83-79.
Following a Wappes freethrow making it 84-81, Sedlar
missed a three-pointer as
time-expired.
The Falcons host Eastern
Michigan Saturday at 3:30

p.m.
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Browns coach impressed with stadium tour
Wednesday.

The Associated Press
CLEVELAND — Go to a new
football stadium these days and
you'll find fans sipping vintage
California chardonnays and
snacking on Camembert and
crackers during games.
But Chris Palmer knows
Cleveland Browns fans are different. Come on, guys in the
Dawg Pound sniffing a Beaujolais' bouquet on game day?
And although not every one
of them will come to the game
wearing a dog collar or bone on
their head, Palmer is counting on
fans of the new Browns being
just like the old ones.
"I hope the wine-and-cheese
ticket holders bring the beer and
the pretzels, because I know the
Dawg Pound will be like that,"
Palmer said during a tour of the
new Cleveland Browns Stadium.
"You can move the stadium, but
the people are the same. And
Cleveland has a certain type of
people, they love their Browns.
Palmer took a break from
signing free agents and preparing for this week's scouting combine in Indianapolis to take his
first inside look at the Browns
new lakefront stadium on

"It's beautiful," he said,
standing outside the glassy, art
deco main entrance of the
72,000-seat venue.
Once inside, Palmer and several members of his coaching
staff were whisked all over the
facility, which is now nearly 75
percent finished and on target
for its July 31 completion date.
If not for his Browns windbreaker, Palmer, wearing a construction hard hat, corduroys
and work boots, could have
blended right in with the many
workers still busy readying the
Browns' new home.
Actually, Palmer does have a
background in building. After
losing a coaching job when the
USFL folded, he served as "a
project engineer in charge of
safety and quality control."
"And if you can motivate the
New Jersey union, you can motivate anybody," he said.
As he stood on the edge of the
field near one end zone, Palmer
could only laugh as he retold stories of the drafty, dingy but
somehow charming old Cleveland Stadium, which was razed
for the new one.
"I remember coming up
through the dugout and how old

way of bringing the new Browns
closer to a generation of young
« ( I. A danders who have been
without an NKL team to root for
^^^^E—^t^^^,^. ^^^—■
the past three years.
Ji -• - ■ •
. . »
"We would try to get different
organizations throughout the
1
„
community to sponsor a kid and
bring them to the game and we'll
sec il we can't get 72,000 in
^^^fr • ***^
here," he said. "It's something to
promote football for young people."
A """*
As for any potential free agent
signings in the next few days,
i
■ -a-» Palmer, who is headed to Indianapolis on Thursday, said to
"stay tuned."
"There could be some things
happen within the next 24
%
hours," he said.
&+■■ sss'/.^y^r •—-■^^■^''"^""^
Associated Press Photo
And while Palmer leaves for
the combine, Kentucky quarterThe now Cleveland stadium is 75 percent complete. The Browns will play their first game there Aug. 21,
back Tim Couch will be in Cleve199?.against the Minnesota Vikings,
it was, and how in the locker Stadium. They aren't fond ones.
"Your socks were soaking wet land on Thursday to accept an
award. Either Couch or Texas
room you hung up your jacket
The expansion Browns' new before the game. It was ugly."
on a nail and stuff like that," he defensive secondary coach,
Before the Browns play their running back Ricky Williams is
said. "But there was the tradition Holmes was a member of the first exhibition game in the new likely to be the Browns No. 1
of saying to yourself, 'How New York Jets in 1986 when they stadium on Aug. 21 against Min- overall pick in April's college
many other guys have walked lost a double-overtime game to nesota, Palmer is hoping the draft.
through this locker room?' And the Browns in the playoffs.
team can have a dress rehearsal
"I will visit with him at the
that to me is what's so amazing
"I remember the water," said in front of a packed house.
combine when he gets there and
about this place."
I lolmes, referring to the puddles
Palmer first brought up the Ricky Williams," said Palmer.
Jerry Holmes has his own which were common in the visit- idea when he was hired by the "We'll visit with all the major
memories of the old Cleveland ing locker room, not Lake Erie. Browns. He envisioned it as a players in the next few days."
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Sydney organizers may roll the dice on gambling
The Associated Press
SYDNEY, Australia — Slot
machines may take the place of
disillusioned sponsors to help
Sydney Olympics organizers fill
a multimillion-dollar budget
gapBattling a fall in corporate
faith because of the widespread
bribery scandal, the Sydney
Organizing Committee for the
Olympic Games has revived the
idea of using gambling to reach
its revenue target.
Sydney organizers are more
than S130 million short of their
goal of $568 million in sponsor-

ships, part of an overall budget
of $1.7 billion.
And while SOCOG president
Michael Knight said Tuesday
that "You can run a pretty fantastic Olympic Games" on what his
group has raised, he added: "You
can do even better if you can gel
another couple of hundred million."
"The first thing we want to do
is go out and look positively and
aggressively for that money,"
Knight said. "If we don't (find it)
we'll make the necessary adjustments."
So, with the Olympics' leading sponsors calling for broad
reforms to retain their financial
commitment to the games,
SOCOG is looking again at legal

gambling to help plug the gaps.
John Moore, the marketing
official in charge of finding the
missing millions for SOCOG, has
floated the idea of slot machines
installed in clubs with a percentage of profits going to the
Olympic organizers.
Moore said any such link
between gambling and the
games would have to carefully
walk the line between tackiness
and valid fundraising technique.
"We don't want Olympic
rings on (the machines)," Moore
told The Australian newspaper
Wednesday. "The various products that fit into recreational
gambling, we've had a look at."
In October, Knight said there
was a "fine line here between

how you raise revenue and how seems, it's a suggestion Irom
you also protect the integrity of somebody who knows little
the games."
about gaming," opposition gamSlot machines were raised as ing spokesman Richard Bull
one possibility then and received said.
guarded support from IOC execSlot machines in clubs and
utive board member Jacques bars earn about 522,100, accordRoggc.
ing to government figures. It
Rogge said gambling on the would take 6,000 machines sendgames was not allowed but that ing all their profits to SOCOG to
sports in many countries were make up the shortfall.
funded by lotteries and that was
SOCOG is expected to name
valid.
two new sponsors after its
The New South Wales state monthly board meeting Thursopposition, engaged in a pre- day — some rare good news for
election battle against the gov- an Olympic community overernment, seized on the rehashed whelmed in recent months bv
idea.
the scandal centered on Salt Lake
"I'm calling on them to City's successful bid for the 2002
announce whether or not this is a Winter Games.
serious proposal or whether, as it
Knight rejected criticism of

The outside world does exist.

Game on.

The World and Nation section: news from everywhere but here. Every
weekday, in The BG News.

Bowling Green's most comprehensive sports coverage. Every weekday in The BG News.

NEWIPVE
Rentals

Too Much!

And we've got the numbers to prove itl

I Audo Booki

$430.00 Free Water & Sewer
803 Fifth St. Furnished and unfurnished 2 bedroom
$430.00 Free Water & Sewer
309 High St. #1,2,3,4,6,7, & 8 Furnished and unfurnished 2
bedroom Free gas heat, water & sewer. $495.00
114 S. Main St. #1 $360.00 1 bedroom, #3 $335.00 1 bedroom,

•'ml Nrw^MWr

•hrcmal'ied Shc«™ litf
Build yov< o«n W-b.-t ol

• AutoEUdronrs

CALL TODAY!

• Booki
• Brond Name luggoge
• (ottndars

Backcountry Snowboarding
■r
1
ChmloprSer Von tibu»g
■A
^ Amazon com
$15.16

i Chocolate Low'i Club

m, fl$ Borrtesandnoblecom

• Cigars

Rentals

^wwwjiewlovereality^con^^^iijwmj'

• Difficult & Chronic
Cases Accepted
h

1'JI.W

J. Smith, M.D.

P. O'Shea, D.C.

*■

■ Computer Software
• Consumer Eledrona
I Ffogronaw
• Heakh & Vlamm

■ MagaimM

The Ultimate Workout Log

i

■ U„» CDs & Cassettes
1

Sgiorwe Schloiberg

Amazon com

59,60

Boroesondnoble corn

59.60

Shopping com

5/.*0

; FREE PASS ;

■ Sungb

The Definitive Word on
Michael

• Vrieo Gomes

Amazon com

515.96

• Vrleos&DVDs

BarnMcrvJnoble CC

515.95

i Watches * Wines

Shopping com

ftf i 4i 0h§/ IH—

feu Save S2.991

South Park: Chef Aid
SI 4.99
IDNOWcom

SI2.M

Shopping com

M.W

I restrictions may apply |
exp. 3/14/99

t

Skating

' Snow & Winter Sports

$15 COUCH
DANCES
PARTY TILL
THURS-FRI-SAT
ALWAYS
LOOKING FOR
NEW TALENT!

Adult FilrnStar
Panasonic
KX-TG2I0B
GiggRange
Cordless Pnone
•KXTG2I06

Sonv
200 Disc CD
Plover

I

wilhltomoltl
•CDPCXJIO.

Saturday-

COUPLES NIGHT
135 BRYNE RD. TOLEDO 531-0079
I

room 2 bath $475.00 All unfurnished
128 W. Wooster #D-F 1 bedroom unfurnished $275.00

jst

i Back, Neck & Joint Pain

354-6166

515.16

Shopping com

$565.00
824 Sixth St. #1-8 2 bedroom unfurnished. $480.00 Free Gas
Heat, Water, & Sewer
843 Sixth St. #2-4 2 bedroom 2 bath $445.00, #5-12 2 bed-

Come visit our website at

Bowling Green

• Computer Hardware

bedroom All unfurnished
507 E. Merry #5 2 bedroom furnished. Free water & Sewer.

NEWL9VE

Treating:

Shopping «»n!

- Br><l«

#6 $360.00 1 bedroom, #10 $360.00 1 bedroom All unfurnished
117 N. Main St. #2 $350.00 1 bedroom, #3 $280.00 1 bedroom, #6 $320.00 1 bedroom, #7 $385.00 1 bedroom #8
$260.00 1 bedroom, #9 $355.00 1 bedroom, #10 $380.00 1

920 E. Wooster 2 bedroom f jrnished apartment
$690.00 Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer
1024 E. Wooster #Rec Room, 2 bedroom furnished Free Gas
Heat, Water, & Sewer

i.il Si Juiru Rch.ihilit.iluMi
B) Medical Doctors
And Chiropractors

Tomorrow's Healthcare Facility Today.
I Accepting Group Insurance, Medicare
Medicaid. Workers Compensation, Auto
Accident and Personal Injury Cases.

S<gn wp for o Maximi»«
AncHiril loony:

320 Elm (ID S395.00 1 bedroom Furnished
Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer
320 Elm #F $695.00 2 bedroom Furnished
Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer
401 & 407 S. Enterprise #C 1 bedroom Unfurnished
Free Water & Sewer
401 #B & 407 S. Enterprise #A&B 2 bedroom Unfurnished.
Free Water & Sewer
709 Fifth St. 1,2,&3 Unfurnished 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $495.00
709 #5-12 Unfurnished 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $530.00
801 Fifth St. #1,3,5,7 Furnished and unfurnished 2 bedroom

MED V
BACK (L

If you're not shopping with us...

332 S. Main St.
352-5620

320 Elm #A-C $390.00 1 bedroom Furnished
Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer

SOCOG's budget structure by
International Olympic Committee marketing director Michael
Payne and said he had no plans
to back off a $65 million profitsharing deal with the Australian
Olympic Committee.
Payne said Tuesday that
SOCOG should consider plowing the profit back into the budget, automatically filling half its
revenue gap. .
Knight said the deal was done
and Payne should accept that.
"I would have thought that
Michael Payne would have had
enough on his plate with IOC
problems without giving Sydney
gratuitous advice," the SOCOG
official said.

$179

500 Minute Pro-Paid

Phone Cards

com
■^ .
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• No lH.ng, attxhad
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$10
Topless

FREE
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Shows
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Tableside
Dances

Feb 24 10pm $300 1st Prize • $100 2nd Prize
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The Associated Press

Commisioner
retires early
TOLEDO
— Mid-American Conference Commissioner
Jerry Ippoliti, who announced
last month he would retire at the
end of June, already has left the
league's top job.
Ippoliti, 62, confirmed on
Tuesday that he was placed on
administrative leave, at his own
suggestion.
"I felt it was in the best interests of everyone involved as the
conference office prepares to
move and the selection of a new
commissioner goes forward," he
said.
Senior associate commissioner
Ron Fournier has been named
acting commissioner.

Rugby holds
info meeting
The Falcon rugby team will be
holding a meeting for all students interested in joining. The
meeting will start at 7 p.m. in the
Field House meeting room. It is
expected to last an hour.
For more information call
coach Roger Ma/.zarella at 3531290.

STANDINGS

Spring training opens
Across Florida and Arizona,
there were signs of spring
Wednesday. With 7 1/2 weeks
left until opening day, pitchers
and catchers got ready for the
first spring training workouts.
"We've got a lot of work to do
here," Jim Leyland, the Colorado
Rockies' new manager, said as he
toured his new spring training
home in Tucson, Ariz.
Cincinnati was the first team
to open camp Tuesday, and six
more teams started Wednesday,
including the NL champion San
Diego Padres, who saw country
star Garth Brooks report to camp
at Peoria, Ariz. Brooks, a nonroster player, has no shot at making the major league team but
could be assigned to the minors
if he shows ability.
The first day supervised
workouts are permitted is Thursday — 45 days before the Rockies
and San Diego Padres start the
season April 4 in Monterrey,
Mexico. Right now, that seems a
long way off.
"The last five months, there's
been a lot of hard work," said
Dodgers general manager Kevin
M.ilone, who spent millions of
Rupert Murdoch's dollars to
retool the team. "Right now, the
light at the end of the tunnel is
growing larger and larger. We'll
soon be involved in actual baseball."
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Exhibition games begin March
2, when the New York Mets play
St. John's University at Port St.
Lucie, Fla. Until then, teams will
be working out and playing
intrasquad games.
In Tampa, Fla., the New York
Yankees showed up, still filled
with memories of their World
Series title and record-smashing
125 wins.
"Our focus is to get back to the
World Series and win it again,"
said shortstop Derek Jeter, who a
day earlier had won a $5 million
salary in arbitration. "It doesn't
make a difference how many
games we win. We want to be the
champions."
Twenty-nine teams want to
catch up with the Yankees, who
set an AL record for wins by
going 114-48 during the regular
season, then rolled through the
playoffs and swept San Diego in
the World Series.
"Hopefully we have the same
resolve on a day-to-day basis
that we had last year and not get
caught up in our celebrity of last
year — of what we accomplished," Yankees manager Joe
Torre said.
Houston, still smarting from
its loss to San Diego in the playoffs, is still trying to get Roger
Clemens in a trade with Toronto.
Astros owner Drayton McLane
wants the issue resolved this
week.

National III- l rv I .-.H'.LMI \SII US ( ONI I HI M I
Atlantic Division
W
Philadelphia
."■
Prltshurgh
«)
\,-v, |CI
«>
\ i Ranger*
\ >. Islanders
Northeast Division
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21
II.
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26
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W
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7
7
7
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W
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Monday's Games
T.imp.i Bay X N Y Islanders J, lie
si i inn-. s. Vancouver I
Buffalo '. ( uoUna 2
(lll.i.v.i... I hkago2
loionti. .1. New Jerse) i. tie
l'itlsl>ur>;h 7, Washington 3
s.in |<.so 1. Florida 2. He
N v Rangera 7, Nashville 4
An.ih.'im 3. Lofl Angeles I
Dallas 4. Edmonton I
Tuesday's Game
Philadelphia4, l'h,vni> l
Wednesday's Games
Toronto al Buffalo, 7 p m
T.impa Ray .it New Jersey, 7 m p m
Pittsburgh ..i \ v Islanders," 10 p n
Montreal at \* V Rangers, 7 30 p m
San lose .n Detroit 7 it) p.m
Vancouver .111 hicago. in.
Florida ..i Dallas, B M int
Edmonton al Anaheim, ins

National ll.isketl.all Assoi
I ASIIHN t OMIRINCI
Atlantic Division W
Orlando
s
\.is York
4
Philadelphia
4
Miami
4
Boston
2
Now Icrsov
2
Washing!,*.
I
Central Division
Milwaukee
4
Atlanta
S
Indiana
A
< levehnd
3
Detroit
3
Tonmlo
I
( harlnlte
I
t hkago
WESTERN CONFERENU
Midwest Division W
Utah
6
Houston
S
Minnesota
4
San Antonio
4
Vancouver
3
Dallas
I
Denver
I
Pacific Division
5111c
6
Portland
I. A Lakers
Phoeni*
Sacramento
GoMen state
I. A dippers

BG News Tip Line: 372-6966
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wout

Need
IV.de?
Checking Out far Spring Break.!
I'll 60 all the driving - Plenty 0$ room.
/Vffordafcle ' I'll even give 2S7o off
+0 Student kfr/urto^e Card Menders, or
10% 0$T i-f ysu cot* sVon me your -face ov\ a Student l.D.
'

1-f you wart more in-fo, call me at l~&00~OS»T-"l*sAil
""..i.e..."".'

&00-2>2>S-29Z0

or Wit my website of mw.amfrck.com
Oder snown K lor coacti class Iravel only ana s sutiect 10 avaiiaolity Reservations xi 1enured No multiple discounts
fates. stneduies and restrictions are subnet to ctvmge wttaut nonce Blackout dates may apoh Not .aim to- Autotram peak HetroKier or Canadian portion a wan.

■Mill?
1-800-USA-RAlL

800
714
S71
S00
429
200
167
167

I
I 1/2
2
3
3 1/2
3 1/2

Pet
8S7
.833
667
S71
500
143
143
1000
600

GB

1/2
1 1/2
2
2 1/2
5
5

571
571
500

2 1/2
2 1/2
2 1/2
3

286
000

4 1/2
6

Denver .it Portland, Inc
< harlolte at t .olden State, inc
Dallas at I A Inkers, inc

;

TTTTTTTTTTTTTT

Did you
know?

; The flu can be
J easier to catch
than a cold.
For more
information
j Contact: The
Wellness
i Connection at
J372-WELL (9355);
I

Butt y

1/2
1/2
I
2
2 1/2
2 1/2

GB

Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee " I, Philadelphia 92
i leverandvO, Orlando 78
New Jersey 97. I X'lroil 82
New Yolk «5, loo.nu.KS
Miami 89. Indiana 78
Atlanta 83, ("hicago 67
Houston 109, Phoenix 92
Seattle 71. Utah 56
Sacramento 101. Boston 98
I- A Lakers 116, Charlotte 88
VanCOUVtr 91. L A Clippers 89, 2(>T
Wednesday's Games
Miami at Detroit, 7 30pm
Washington at Orlando, 7 30 p m
Houston at Minnesota, inc
Phoeni* at San Antonio, inc.
Chicago at Milwaukee, in»
Sacramento al Seattle, inc
Boston at Vancouver, inc

♦

Away from Bowling Green?
Stay in touch
www.bgnews.com

Pet
714
..67
61.7
S7I
400
133
2S0
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news
Acclaimed writer
( to read tonight
at Olscamp
Stephen Dunn
.—_ _
will be reading his
work tonight in L—4~~~*
117 Olscamp at
7:30 p.m. Dunn is a nationally
renowned writer whose latest
book is entitled Riffs and Reciprocities: Prose Pairs. Dunn is
author of more than ten collections of poetry, winner of The
Rational Poetry Series, Academy Award in Literature and
lyj Fellowships from the Guggenheim and Rockerfeller Foundai Ijjons. Dunn currently teaches
►t the Richard Stockton College
f New Jersey.

• BGSU's Arts And Entertainment Weekly*

;
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TThe Blue Kite" at
the Gish Theater
The
most
eclaimed
Chi>ese film of the
990s, "The Blue
I ■ j.nite' traces the
I
ilc of a Beijing family, their
1
icighbors and friends through
|^_he social and political turmoil
I—)f the 1950s and 1960s: Directed by Tian Zhuang-zhuang,
.'The Blue Kite" is a touching,
I _.Tioving and affecting experi-

ft***

In "The Blue Kite" will be
I SLshown at the Gish Film Theater
l*g,in Hanna Hall on Thursday,
|bFeb. 18 at 8:15 p.m. and Sun—day, Feb. 21 at 3 p.m.

Wrestling raffle
nto benefit Dance
^Marathon
Come to the steps of the
ducation Building where
igma Phi Epsilon will be sellig tickets to enter a raffle for
_wo passes to "Monday Night
taw", a professional wrestling
fnalch to be held at Gund
s \rena on Mar. 1.
Tickets will sell for $2 and
#>»nay be bursared. The tickets
'rvill be on sale Feb. 18-19 and
,:
eb. 22-23. All proceeds will
>enefit Dance Marathon.

i

Is this the end
of the world as
we know it?

On Tuesday, Feb. 23, take a
look
ahead
to
what
rastronomers can tell us about
the true end of the world and
i._the billions of years before
t rthen. It's the flipside to
f "Armageddon" and "Deep
» Impact" and is sure to be a fas: cinating experience.
:
"Is This the End of the
c World?" will be held at the
Planetarium at 8 p.m. A $1
I donation is suggested.

Pandora's Box
opens at Gish
The German
Film
course
series continues with a
screening of the
1930
G.W.
Pabst masterpiece, "Pandora's
Box."
Starring Louise Brooks as
Lulu, a hedonistic sexual
dancer and prostitute, "Pandora's Box" is a moody and
atmospheric silent film. It has
influenced countless films
(including "Dark City") with
its style, visuals, and startling
eroticism.
"Pandora's Box" is free and
open to the public, and will
screen at the Gish Film Theater
in Hanna Hall on Monday Feb.
22 at 7 p.m.

African a Drum
Circle for world
peace
Every Friday
through Feb. join
the
Africana
Drum Circle for
World Peace. The
jam sessions start
at 5 p.m. in the Amani Room

Reviews of Built to Spill.
The Multiple Cat, Hempilation 2 and Roadside Monument in Now Sounds.

Review of John Carpenter's Vampires and
David Lynch's Lost High
way.

NEW MUSIC
►*- N-2

MOVIE REVIEWS
* N-3
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'flyin' West' moving, historical drama
By MICHAEL LEONARD
The BC News
"Flyin' West" by
Pearl Cleage opens
the 1999 Bowling
Green State University spring theatre season.
Cleage's play, based in late
19th century Nicodemus, Kan.,
attempts to show the strength of
African-American women who
settled in the post-Civil War
west.
Director Yvonne Singh brings
together a cast that seems almost
at ease in the social situation of
100 years ago. Despite having
some troubles with the language
of the time, the cast does an
effective job of showing the complex emotions African Americans faced.
The story centers on the three
Dove sisters, a trio of AfricanAmericans who came to the allblack town of Nicodemus to
escape the Jim Crow prejudice of
Memphis. Owners of their own
land, the sisters must struggle to
keep their hopes alive in the face
of external prejudice and the
ever-present threat of land speculation near their homes.
The technical aspects of the
play are excellent. Technical
director Steve Boone constructs a
set that looks as authentic as it
does intricate. No detail is
spared as he recreates the feel of
the Doves' small house and plot
of land, right down to the laundry line.

The costumes also adhere to
the turn-of-the-cenlury feel of
the play. Margrelt McCubbin creates patchwork skirts and vests
that depict middle-class farmers
on the American plains.
As a whole, the cast's biggest
shortcoming is its inability to
maintain the Southern drawl.
With the exception of Singh, who
doubles as the group's matriarch,
Miss Leah, the on-and-off nature
of the cast's speech distracts
from the power of the play at
times.
Dialect problems aside, the
cast does an excellent job of portraying the emotions, fears,
hopes and dreams of their
respective characters, as well as
the community on the whole.
Tiffanie Riggs does a great job as
Fannie, the middle sister who
often mediates the problems in
the family. Dontrell Callahan is
effective as Will, the sisters' male
foil and Fannie's love interest.
The troubled couple of Minnie
and Frank evokes the most emotion from the audience. Roshonda Benton's portrayal of Minnie
shows the internal struggle of a
woman attempting to make ends
meet in two worlds. Brad
Abner's portrayal of her mulatto
husband, Frank, shows the
hatred that mulattos have for
both worlds. By the end of the
play, only a racist would find it
impossible not to hale Frank.
Lisa Herod, however, is clearly the most powerful member of
the cast. As the straight-talking,
gun-toting
Sophie,
Herod
embodies the community and
leaves no doubt that she is the

BG News Photo/JASON SUGGS
Two actors rehearse "Flyin' West", playing at Eva Marie Saint Theatre this weekend.
leader of the family and the
town.

community of the 1990s.

"Flyin West" might seem an
irrelevant play if not for the
cast's ability to make their characters real. By showing the triumphs of the black community
over the trials of the 1890s, the
show gives a ray of hope for the

"Flyin' West" runs tonight
through Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Eva
Marie Saint Theatre in University Hall. Tickets are available at
the box office for $7 dollars for
the public and $5 for students.

Flyin' West
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
NOW says: Flyin West is a
moving historical play.

**•

Small Potatoes
Show to benefit Bronx trip
charms BG crowd
By JOHN WENZEL
The BG News
Folk found its
way to Bowling
Green on Valentine's Day.
Small Potatoes, ^^
a Chicago-based
folk duo, played to a tightly
packed upstairs at The Junction
Bar & Grill last Sunday.
Consisting of multi-instrumentalists Jacquie Manning and
Rich Prezioso, the band played
through nearly two and half
hours of ballads, Celtic medleys,
folk standards and campfire
songs (taking a short break in
between).
Utilizing guitars (slide and
acoustic), Irish flutes, an Irish
drum and even an accordion,
Small Potatoes managed to
involve the crowd in their special brand of folk music, dubbed
"eclecto-mania" by the band.
Their clever on-stage banter
proved a formidable tool in
accomplishing this task, as well
as their mix of humorous and
thoughtful subject matter.
"That's a really important
part of this music," Rich
Prezioso said after the show.
"You're not just up there playing
songs and ignoring your audience. It's a real personal kind of

thing."
He echoed this while onstage,
as he and Manning reminded
the audience of the importance
of supporting the increasingly
"underground" folk scene.
The band played songs like
Manning's "The Waltz of the
Wallflowers," which won last
year's Kerrville songwriting
contest, and the emotional
"1,000 Candles," a Preziosopenned song about reconciliation in the face of World War II.
They drew from their two CD
releases, Raw and Time Flies, as
well as covering blues, country
and gospel hymns from around
the country. Call and response
sing-a-longs, something Manning says is "somewhat exclusive to folk music," engaged the
audience on a personal level.
And it was this rapport that
made the show such an enjoyable success.
Appearing refreshed and
open-minded is no small task,
considering Small Potatoes
plays 200-some shows per year.
But their jokes, observations
from the road and personal
anecdotes made the audience
laugh and feel immediately
comfortable.
The show, one in a continuing
series of folk performances at
the Junction, was organized by
Anne Tracy.

By TONY CAVALLARIO
The BC News

f

A benefit
show Saturday
night at EasyStreet will help
fund students
hoping to spend their spring
break in the South Bronx.
Damion, a guitar player from
Toledo, will open the show at 10
p.m., followed by local rock
bands the Plastic Factory and
Death to the Pixies (who perform tunes of the Pixies).
D. Jones will close the
evening with hip-hop. The
show will cost S3 at the door.
"The benefit is mostly a show
of support and getting the word
out about this trip," said Amanda Miller, a senior literature
major, who is going on the trip
this spring.
She said students on the trip
will be transported from the
middle class to a place where
they will be a minority, —where
people struggle just to survive.
Some of the funds raised will
go directly to the New York
grassroots community groups
that University students will
visit on their trip. The rest is for
sustenance, such as food and
subway fare.

"The reason Damon
for the trip is
The Plastic Factory
to experience
Death to the Pixies
poverty and
D Jones of
racism first
S.O.L/.LJ.I.E.ft.S.
hand," said
Bill Thompson, campus
minister and
instructor of
social work at
the University.
"We get to see
what people
without
Flyer Provided
resources are A flyer for the benefit show, to be held at EasyShee
doing to over' IhH Saturday evening. Proceeds will benecome pover- fit the UCF South Bronx trip.
said. "It breaks down all stereo'y"
The plan is for students to
types, no matter what people
relate the South Bronx to experi- think they know about urban
ences at home.
poverty."
"People who go on the trip
Ellis returned to the South
and come back help with pover- Bronx the summer after first
ty and racism at home,"
visiting, volunteering as a day
Thompson said. "The emphasis camp supervisor in return for a
is on learning from experience."
place to stay.
For example, an education
"You can see improvement,
major will go to public schools
and effort to improve communithat are in bad shape, as well as
ty rather than move to some
schools and programs that are
other neighborhood," he said.
doing a good job.
The group will also be holdBill Ellis, a junior social work
ing a pancake dinner the night
major who went on the trip last
before the benefit concert. The
spring, said the South Bronx is
all-you-can-eat dinner will cost
an amazing, eye-opening place.
$5 and be held at St. Thomas
"Some of it is really horrific
More.
... most is very positive," Ellis
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twangy guitar this track boasts
slicks out like, well, like a really
bad song on an otherwise strong
album.
0,rv McCartney
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midwest concert

BUILT
rather unified.
Call it avant-pop, art rock,
whatever you want — it all
comes down to talented experimentation. And thankfully, the
experiment is successful.
-John Wenzel
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Built to Spill:
Keep it Like a
Secret

The Multiple Cat:
Elements Of
1998-Guilt Ridden Pop

A casual listen to The Multiple
Cat's new CD Elements Of might
give you a feeling of pleasurable
deja vu.
The soft, warm vocals of lead
singer Pat Stolley are reminiscent of leisurely-paced bands
like The Grifters or The Sea and
Cake. The experimental pop-jazz
that nudges the songs in intriguing directions implies Ben Folds
Five, or even Joe Jackson.
However, repeated listens
will reveal a great deal of multilayering, both vocally and
inslrumentally, that differentiates this disc from the aforementioned artists.
The opener, "Our Horizon,"
features various guitar textures
and effects, as well as a good
deal of mellow synthesized
background humming.
The melody flows and
mutates from a cartoonish theme
song to instrumental disco music
to hard-edged indie rock.
The song "Little Pieces"
(which appeared on their
AmPop 7") is a pretty bubblegum pop ditty backed by lilting, fuzzy organs, '70s guitars
and what sounds like washboard scratching. "What You
Know, What You Think You
Know" features a beautiful viola
interlude and trumpets.
Additional songs range from
spacey to morose to carnivalesque ("The Housewife"). "The
Car Was a Bullet" starts out
sounding like a Modest Mouse
song, only to let up on the curling guitars halfway through.
Obviously, diversity is the
operative word on this album,
with Stolley (who plays numerous instruments, including
drums, guitar and piano) singing
on every song but "Handle."
And despite the huge assortment of genres, the album is

into this record, but once you
find it, I think you'll like it.
-Mike Hammer

Roadside Monument: / am the Day
of Current Taste
1999 -Toolh and Nail

Roadside Monument lead
singer/guitarist Doug Lorig
describes the band as "a beautiful mess, but that's for lack of a
better term."
Roadside
Monument
is
indeed beautiful, but a mess at
the same time. Their sound of
guitar, spastic drums and occasional horns, combined with
harsh rhythms, slow dancing
interludes and sparse lyrics help
create this "mess."
Roadside
Monument
is
"emo" (short for "emotional")
with a bite. The instruments take
off without the lyrics a lot, and
the music tells the story as well
as or better than the lyrics.
The song titles — "Taxi riding
as an art form," "Cops are my
best customers," "Egos the size
of cathedrals" and "Car vs. Semi:
Semi wins every time" — tap
into my blood as much as the
music.
The music is layered and
soothing at some points,
although too loud and screechy
at others. The lyrics are abstract,
but the music meets you halfway and takes you home.
Tooth and Nail records is
famous for some hard-core,
loud, rambunctious, metalish
bands, like Bloodshed, Focused,
MXPX and Strongarm. Roadside
Monument seems to be a departure of some sorts for Tooth and
Nail. The new album / am the day
of current taste is Monument's
third release on Tooth and Nail.
It takes a listen or two to get

Fun Lovin' Criminals: 100%
Columbian
1999 - Capitol

With their first release since
Come Find Yourself(\996),the Fun
Lovin' Criminals have gone mellow. With a tribute to Barry
White ("Love Unlimited") and
the Hall and Oates' sampled
"Sugar," the alternative rhymers
have taken their music to a different level.
Old-school
beats
ring
throughout 100% Colombian, giving it a definite laid-back feel.
The Criminals did their share of
sampling in this record, even
borrowing from Tom Petly's
"American Girl," which makes
the disc a little Puff Daddy-ish.
There are some hard tracks,
like "Southside," that are a murder mystery turned love story.
These hard tracks seem to
give 100% Colombian a sort of
dividing feel.
Half of the disc is mellow,
blused-out funk, while the other
half is all guitars and beat boxes.
To throw the listener for a bigger
loop, the Criminals even have Bo
Diddley on board, strumming
through "Korean Bodega."
Tracks like "Southside" majce
the album worthwhile, if only
because they break up the mellow monotony of 100% Colombian.
It isn't that the slow songs
aren't bearable, or not worth listening to, it's just that after the
first time you listen to the album
all the songs start to sound the
same.
There is one exception to this
mellow monotony; it's "Big
Night Out," a tongue-in-cheek
reminiscent of a big city bar
scene.
"Mini Bar Blues," the album's
last track, leaves you wondering
if you just stumbled upon the
new Vince Gill record. The

1999-Warner Bros.

Built to Spill has raised a lot of
ears with previous releases
including There's Nothing Wrong
With Love, and Perfect From Now
On, plus singles and splits scattered all over the place.
Doug Martsch, straight out of
Boise, Idaho, is the driving force
behind Built to Spill, which only
recently solidified its lineup.
Martsch had called himself Built
To Spill and added rotating
musicians into the mix, until
making Scott Plouf and Brett
Nelson his permanent bandmates.
The three have turned out a
record, "Keep It Like A Secret"
which has wailing guitars,
bleeding hearts and some niftylyrics. .
Built lo Spill brings a pop sentimentality to indie rock and
fuses it with uncommon grace,
comparable to Modest Mouse.
Built To Spill is a kid who
grew up listening to "hair
bands" and Casey's Top Forty,
has a soft spot for Derek and the
Domino's "Lay-la" , but wants to
turn out his own brand of
heartache and social commentary without conforming to the
evil "popular radio" format. The
songs are catchy, and \ou can
carry them in your pocket.
"The Plan" is the first song on
the CD and it jumps right into
things with bruising guitars and
sweet sounding vocals, kept up
throughout the entire CD.
"Carry the Zero" plucks the gui
tar strings in your soul and "You
Were Right" is an interesting
compilation of famous lines
from other songs, thrown together with a little paprika.
Guitars dive in and out, the
drum beats hypnotic tempos "...
and all that sun makes so much
shine" and spotlights will shine
on Keep It Like A Secret when it
hits stores soon. Get there early.
-Mike Hmniiwi

BOWLING GREEN
120.98 Damion, Plastic Factory @ EasyStreet
Z23.99 Versus ©Howard's Club H
TOLEDO
Sat 2-20.99 Cash Money ©Frankie's
Wed 2.24.99 Reel Big Fish ©Main Event
4.28.99 Sheryl Crow ©Savage Hall
DETROIT
Thur. 2.18.99 Lauryn Hill ©Fox Theater
Fri. 216.99 Sugar Ray ©State Theater
CINCINNATI
Fri. 2.19.99 Reel Big Fish, Zebrahead & The Smooths ©Bogart!

Various Artists:
Hempilation 2,
freetheweed
1998-NORML
[his follow-up to the last

Hempilation compilation offers .1
unique blend of musical genres,
all together for the same purpose.
NORML's focus is to protest
[he arrest ol responsible marijuana smokers and to possibly end
the prohibition on the drug
\( )RML believes that it is time
in end the myth thai smoking
marijuana is ,1 deviant activity
and a key cause of Amerka's
, rime problem
The musicians Icatured on
this (.1) were asked to choose a
song that showed how they fell
aboul the use of marijuana.
Though the album may appear
to be just pot-heads singing
about their addiction, there is
actually much more to it. The
songs were all c hosen to give not
just a recreational reason for
smoking, but they also delve into
political views and an overview
of society in general.
This second installment is a
bit different than the first, offering up a much more eclectic
taste. The biggest change is the
amount of country that was
included. Some of the artists
who are featured on the collec-

tion are Everything, Georg
Clinton, Willie Nelson, Speai
head, Long Beach Dub All Slai
(formerly Sublime), Jimmie
Chicken Shack, Gov't Mule an.
Letters lo Cleo.
Everything kicks off 111
album with an almost instru
mental track called "Free l<<_
( hoose." The song sets themoo«'
lor the rest of the album with it
peppy mood and saxophon
leads.
There are tra< ks on the albun
that I knew, before even listeninj
to them, would rock. Georg.
Clinton contributes with In
well-known sound, always
funky and danceable, with comical lyrics. His song, "U. S. (us
Horn Coast Guard Dope Dog' is a
crazy tune aboul a police do
that wants to smoke the drugs H
is sniffing out. The song has |
pretty humorous message, wit]
Clinton suggesting thai if th
police are confiscating all th.

marijuana, surely they are smol
ing it. This is one ol the man
tracks that suggest hypocrisy 1
our sexiety.
One of the best songs on lh
album, another classic redone bj
Gov't Mule, is "30 Days In thl
Hole" by 1 fumble Pie. The son;
has the traditional rock and rol
sound, hut oilers insight into th
problems laced by the law i
found with marijuana.
It would be redundant to sa)
one by one, that each song u .1
an excellent contribution lo thci
album. All the artists featured oil
Hempilation 2 have a poinl the)
are trving to make, and I thinlj
thai it has been made. It is. in thl
simplest of summaries, a bum I ,
of musicians trving to see some
thing change, but ensuring thai
they have a good time whilt
doing it.
-Natalie Flickinger

Face it. Things aren't making sense.
Crossword, word of the day, weather, and sheer absurdity. Every
. weekday. Page Three, in The BG News.

FROM $159 PER WEEK*

Mardi Gras with
Zydeco music &
Jambalaya!!
%

SANDPIPER BEACON BEACH RESORT
PANAMA CITY BEACH

C J Chenier & the Red
Hot Louisiana Band
Lil Malcolm & the
ij Zydeco Houserockers

HOME OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEC PARTY"
FREE DRAFT BEER AiL WEEK LONC CALL FOR INFO?
1 800-488 8828

film by Les Blank
jambalaya &
red beans & rice%
wear your masks &
costumes!

ozen
ator

kif

ww\*.sancipipcrocacon.com ("rates per person)

*4«
qrtune
liouse
Chinese & American
Restaurant

Receive $3.00 off any purchase
of $25.00+, with ad

February 20, 1999
6:30 pm
•-»
Ohio Theatre F
3114 LagrangeSt
Toledo
"^
Tickets: $12 adv/$15 at door; Students: S8 adv/Sl 1 door
at all Selectix outlets, Boogie Records, Ohio Theatre

L

FLORIDA SPRING BREAK

Open 7 days a Week
Sun. 12-9 p.m.
Mon.-Thurs. 1 I a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Fri. - Sat. 11 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Carry-Out Available - Call {419) 874-7077
Located across from Churchills in the
New Perry Junction Plaza, Perrysburg

t
-«.:*.-»>_» -•_•-
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video capsules

John Carpenter's "Vampires"
If ever an adjective existed to
escribe "Vampires", it would
ve to be scuzzy.
"Vampires" is a low-down,
|irly, gleefully non-PC splatter
icture. Directed by horrorleister John Carpenter with a

|The BG JMewj
Classified
Ads
372-6977

complete disregard lor coherent
plotting and a complete regard
for sheer balls-out gore and
slaughter, "Vampires" is an
embarrassingly
entertaining
guilty pleasure.
As tightly wound Vaticanemployed vampire hunter Jack
Crow, James Woods dives into
his role with devilish glee.
Woods is all swagger, sweat and
bad-ass squinting. It's a knowing performance that, like the
movie, never takes itself too seriously.
The rest of the cast is okay.
There's no way Daniel Baldwin
(forever known as the tubby
Baldwin) and Thomas Ian Griffith can compete with Woods'
scenery chewing, so they simply

Study Abroad Returnees
Come learn how to market your international
experience al the Career Focus Re-Entry Session for study abroad returnees. The session
will take place in the Career Services Conference Room (360 Saddle mire Student Services
Building) on Monday, February 22 at 3 30pm.
Come get tips on resume writing and interviewing techniques now that you have studied
abroad.

* ill DOI knowingly jccrpt jJn-n
it di-.rniunjlt. nr rniitufJi'r d
i uhlmdujl i»r croup on it* b
|
B ri.iiioii.il ungin. NT«UJ1
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SERVICES OFFERED
Need Money lot college?
$1,000s tree lot college.
Call (614) 675-1145.

CAMPUS EVENTS

Ptegnanl??
FREE pregnancy lesls.
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING.
354 4673 BG Ptegnancy Ceniet

you Interested in Public Relations?
I me to PRSSA on Mon. Feb. 22 at 9pm in BA
1 & learn valuable skills. Free food & bovorBSl

PERSONALS

I er with there was a playground at
I iSU? There will be at the Rec Center on
| b. 26th. For more information contact the
■Hnoss Connection at 372-WELL
French House Recruitment
I dies, are you interested m living in the
I. mch House tor 1999-2000? Come meet this
•r's residents at recruitment events:
.nesday 17th 9-iOpm-Snacks and Thurs] *l8th600-7:00pm-Dinner Questions?Call
| 2671.

Round Tnp anywhere
in the USA
$116 Greyhound

352-2329

sit back and enjoy the proceed
ings.
"Vampires" is by no means a
film that will be remembered. It
is a near incomprehensible plotwise, but it doesn't deign to be
anything more than a lean,
mean, nasty and low-brow twohour excursion into senseless
violence that never adopts an
attitude of self importance. It is
what it is. Nothing more, nothing less.
Just as a sidcnote,"Vampires"
Is absolutely not for those with
weak stomachs. It is probably
the goriest mainstream release
In a long while, full of dismemberment and other acts of mayhem.
-Erik Pepple

Lost Highway
The latest film from, indie,
cult movie hero David Lynch is
strange but pleasing to anyone
who appreciates a film that
challenges your eyes, your cars,'
and your mind.
Lynch garnered critical
acclaim for previous films
"Eraserhead", The Elephant
Man" "Wild at Heart" and "Blue
Velvet", as well as his television
series Twin Peaks" and it's
subsequent movie "Fire Walk
With Me."
"Lost Highway" got its fair
share of praise also while continuing Lynch's long strange
Journey through film.
Star players Bill Pulman.

"Sigma Kappa "Sigma Kappa'
We would like to congratulate Alyoa Humphrey
on her pearling 10 Kappa Alpha's Kevin
Scheuermanl
"Sigma Kappa "Sigma Kappa*

i month unlimited tanning, $25 Campus Tanning. 352-7889. Days in Flonda do not count
agamst your package.
Be sure to pick up your BGSU Alumni Chaptar Scholarship applications at the MiletJ
Alumni Center or the Office of Financial Aid
(231 Administration Building). Nearly $28,000
In scholarship aid Is available to eligible
students. Applications must be returned to the
Mileti A jmni Center by no later than 5:00pm
on Wednesday, March 3, 1999 Best of luck to
all applicants, any questions call Paul Pawlacijk at 372-27011
Educational backpacking (rip to the
Navajo Reservation in t ha high desert
mountains of New Mexico and Arizona
May 9 to May 23.1999
Earn 3 hours credit, if you want.
If interested e-mail Bill Thompson at
wthomp@bgnet.bgsu.edu or phone at
3527534

SAVE THE EARTH
you looking lor a way to show the environt trial you appreciate all the groat things it
s 'o' you7 Do this, collect seeds, burn
h. 'estore prarnes, try to stop sryro'oam
on campus, and plan this years Earth
■k by joining the Environmental Action
jp. It's time well spent every Monday night
19 to 10pm. m room 301 ot Un.versity Hall.
because the environment needs you and
need it

•AOH'AOII'AOII"
The sisters of AOll
Will be having Open Recruitment
tonight at the AOll house
from 6-8.45 & 9-9:45
Say "Mamma Mia" and join
Us in making Pizzas'
•AOH-AOII'AOir

X»*9

February 27-28 th.
Two days ol the best skiing.
Total cost will be $90 which
includes transportation, hotel room,
and lift ticket
Sign ups are in room 330 Union
By February 24.1999.
For questions, contact UAO o'fico
at 372-2343.
INTHAMUAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR
VOLLEYBALL. APPLY IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE AND PICK UP AND COMPLETE
TAKE-HOME TEST BY 5PM ON MARCH 2
MANDATORY CLINIC MARCH 3.7-10PM.

Pi Beta Phi Pi Beta Ph.
Congratulations to Jessica Hollenbaugh on being our sister of the week"'
Pi Beta Phi Pi Beta Phi
Ssnior Advisory Council would like to congratulate Paul Pawlaczyk lor being Sales
Rap lor the Month. Thanks for all your hard
work and dedication. SAC.

SPRING BREAK 99
Guaranteed lowest prices to Cancun.
Jamaica. Panama City & Daytona Beach.
Student Travel Services
1-800-648-4849
www stsiravet com
On Campus Contact*
Nicki@ 372-5408
Jim @372-1306

nver ride, huge beach side
hottub suites up to 10 people

Tiki bar, home ol the world's
longest keg party.
Drink Free, dralt beer
all week w/cover. Free info
1-800-4 88 8826
www.sandp<perbeacon com

Gamma Phi Beta
Get more out ol college than fust a degree.
Come and meet the Gamma Phi's at our Open
House on Tuesday, Feb 16 and Thursday.
Feb. 18 from 9-9:45. See what our sisterhood
is all about!
Gamma Phi Beta

GOING ON SPRING BREAKBjy the most
powerful fat burner/energize we
offer-$l9.95-Universat Supp
1 888 642-7887 Croatino lOOOgrs $29.95.

Support Group lor Women with Anorexia &
Bulemia concerns. Women's Centr-r, 108A
Hanna Hall. Mondays, 8:30-i0O0pm Group
support and interactive discussions & exercises. Student Health Service/Judy M ler/2-7425. Counseling Center/Rebecca Mettee-Carte''2-2081
WANTED:
BGSU Wolcome Week Leaders
Gam valuable leadership expenence and make
a difference tor new students' Applications can
be picked up m 405 Student Services. Due by
February 19. Call 20465 for info

Tours, France 1999 Summer Programs

r

fittNT TO WIN A FREE SONY PLAYSTATION
OR A BRAND-NEW MOUNTAIN BIKE?

? Brins an item with an alcohol-related messase to the Bis
L Playsround for raffle tickets to win dozens of prizes!
:

The first 100 students will receive a FREE t-shirt for
donatins an item.

WHATSIT WORTH?
Plastic Cup, Coaster
Shot Glass, Funnel
Poster, Hat, Mus
T-Shirt
Neon Beer Sisn

1
2
3
4
8

Raffle
Raffle
Raffle
Raffle
Raffle

Ticket
Tickets
Tickets
Tickets
Tickets

Friday, February 26-10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
BGSU Rec Center

for Undergraduate and Graduate Students
One- or two- month options during June. July, August
Learn French in an International Environment
Fulfill your Language Requirement
Earn BGSU French Credit
Live vith a French Host Family
On-Sitc Director from BGSU
Meals and Cultural Excursions Included
Funding Available for Graduate Students
Scholarships Available for Undergraduate Students .
Make this Summer the experience of a lifetime!
Info. Meeting in Shatzcl 217: Tuesday. February 23 C
Application Deadline: March 15. 1999

•••••••••••«•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
AYA/Francc Office
22} Shatzcl Hall
Department of Romance languages
Bowling Green State University

Bowling Green. OH 43403
Tel- 372-7146
E-mail: aeverma@bgnct.bgsu.edu

Howard's Club H
mon-Jot II -4: JO om

N Main

Sponwed by the Wclincss Connection, Student Health Service. ODADAS. BGSU Binge Dunking and Violence ,
■ v_ Prevention Program, the Safety Committee, BACCHUS, USG, Onega Phi Alpha, and Alumni Affairs ^/

tun 5-1:10 om

Thursday
UNEARTHLIES
Friday
EVOLOTTO & VALVE
Saturday
UNCLEKNUCKLEFUNK
Tuesday

Under construction for Fall 1999
2 New Buildings

LETS CRASH, JR.ELECTRIC &
VERSES

Pool • Video Games • Pinball

What's new at the Caff ma Shop?

GREEN BRIAR, INC.

Thm Good Matnina Spaclatf

Campbell Hill Apartments318 Campbell Hill Rd.- Buildings F & G
BRAND NEW!!

Tuesday - Roll and Brew$l.7S
Wednesday - Donut and Brew $1.25
Thursday - Small Muffin and Brew $ 1.25
Friday - Bagel and Brew $ 1.25

All units have dishwashers, garbage disposals,
air conditioning, and washer and dryer hookups.

Homemade Coffee Cake
and Brew $1.50

3 bedroom, furnished (limit 5)
2 bedroom, furnished (limit 4)
"Leases 9 1/2 mos. & tenants pay all utilities

$975.00/mo.
S790.00/mo.

Monday-Twist and Brew $1.25

Monday - Friday
"The Usual"

£3

Patricia Arquctte and Balthazar
Getty arc the main characters,
Pullman plays a saxophone
player named Krt'd Madison
who is suspects his aloof wile.
Patricia Arquette. of cheating on
him.
Pulman goes into jail for
killing his wife, which he may or
may not have done, and comes
out as Balthazar Getty, what?
Getty plays Pete Dayton, a
mechanic who also is involved
with Arquette in some weird
multidemcnsional thing.
Robert Loggia, Robert Blake
and Natasha Gregson Wagner
make appearances, things get
screwy, there's a murder, some
sex, scant dialogue and more
sex.

Work 39 days a year and get up to 60% tuition.
up to $10,000 in student loan repayments, and
up to $60000/mo. not counting salary. Call
now 1-800-708-4068 lor more info. The Ohio
Air National Guard, Fuel Your Future

WANTED
Female roommaie wanted for summer of 1999
Get your own room $212 50 plus gas & eieciric. Call 354-7356
Non-smoking roommate wanted May 99 to
May '00 lease. Estimated monthly rent $260.
Call Alexa@ 353 6283.

INTRAMURAL ENTIRES DUE BY 3PM IN 130
PERRY FCLD HOUSE: MARCH 2 CO-REC
BOWLING: MARCH 3-M. W. & CO-REC VOLLEYBALL.

SPRING BREAK '99 PANAMA CITY BEACH
The Boardwalk Beach Resort-Spring Break
Headquarters. Packages from $39.00 per person. Closest to Spinnaker and La Vela. Host of
Sports Illustrated Beach Club. Call Now!
1-800-224-GULF. www.springbreakhq.com.

FLORIDA SPRING BREAK
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort Panama City Beach
Flonda. from $159 per person

""SIGMA KAPPA""
Come visit Vie sisters ol Sigma Kappa tonight
lor mockuuls and games. 900-9 45 Bring a
Inend!
""SIGMA KAPPA""

Holiday Valley Ski Tnp
in New York

"Sigma Kappa'Sigma Kappa'
Hooray!) for Susan Cassetty. Sigma Kappas
Sister of the Week!
'Sigma Kappa'Sigma Kappa'

3 pools, 1 indoor pool/lazy

PHIMU'PHIMU
Come seewhat sisterhood has 10
oiler you ■
Open Rocruitmeni Tonight 9:15
Dress casual & Bring a Inend
PHIMU'PHIMU

N-3

TtwGood Morning SpcdaU run from 730a.m. to lUO «.m
«ln« Meon'f NMI CalrM Shoo In In* Sludwil IMon.
Featuring Grounds for Thou oh! coffer.

HELP WANTED
$1,000's WEEKLY!! Stuff envelopes at home
lor $2.00 each plus bonuses. F/7. P/T. Make
$800+ weekly, guaranteed1 Free supplies. For
details, send one stamp to N-181. 12021 Wilshire Blvd.. Suiie 552. Los Angoies. CA90025.
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
For info call 203-319-2802
"$20/HR PT/FT
Process Our Company Mail or Emai
From Home or School For Details
Email: Apply4now@smartbot.nei
770-937 6761
laid intern position with UCF aftor-school student programs. Contact Mike Warp 352-7534
2nd shift production line work available
3pnvlt :30pm, Monday-Friday. $7 SO/tir plus
attendance bonus Apply tn person at Sun
Seed Co., 20584 Long Judson Road. Wcston
375 Counselors and Instructors needed1
Coed summer camps m Pocono Mountains.
PA. Lohikan.
1-800-488-4321.
www.lohikan.com.
Acct. Rep.
Sports
Minded
Nat'l Co. seeking health conscious team
players lor local expansion. Trammytravel
419-842-0294

The end of the film connects
with the beginning In a way that
makes sense, but not quite.
Tills movie is definitely a
head trip, and It will get your
mind working, so you should
rent it for that alone.
As an added bonus to your
mind blowing experience, you
will see some wonderfully beautiful frames of film, dark and
alluring, peaceful and sinister.
The little dialogue that there is.
is fantastic and the acting is
superb on all accounts.
If your in the mood to go to a
different world, check out David
Lynch's. and then compare it to
yours and see what you think.
Mike Hammer

CHECK THIS
$$ Delivery $$
WENEEOYOU
TO DELIVER THE NEW GTE
EVERYTHING PAGES
IN
BOWLING GREEN
AND SURROUNDING AREAS
Earn up to $8 per hour more depending upon
your speed of delivery. Must have a valid
driver's license, a vehicle wiih current plates
and have 4 8 daylight hours available For
more information call:
1-800-839 5022
MON-FRI
11:30 AM-7:00 PM
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
up to $2.000wmomh (w/ups
World Travel' Land-Tour
$5,000 $7,000 Summer Ask us
517-336 4235 Ext. C55442

Direct Care/Residential Specialist Full and
pan time positions available to provioe ca'e
and support to individuals with developmental
disabilities living m the Children's Home and
area group homes, including Bowling Green
Pnmanly afternoons, evenings, and weekends. Starting wage $7 14$6 52 depending on
exper.ence'education. Comprehensive training program and excellent benefits. Must be
18. have a valid dnver*s license and good dnvmg record, physically lit and able to lift 60lbs.
Applications and tour every Wednesday
9:30-10.30am and 4 30-5:00pm. Sunshine
Inc of Northwest Ohio. 7223 MaumeeWesiern Rd , Maumee, Ohio. EOE.
Fairy tale house in Perrysburg needs happy
person to keep it shiny and bright 15 hours a
week, including summertime. Schedule adjustable. Please call 372 WORK or email EMcCroe@BGnet QGSU.edu. Thank you'
Fnto-Lay Warehouse posH-on available starting at $7/hr. Part-time, 20-25 hrs/wk.
(I2am-5pm) Call Chris @ 419-893-6336 for
directions. Apply m person w' resume on
Mon.. Tues.. or Thurs. between 10am and
,pm.n650l Monclova Rd. Maumee. OH.
Fun, energetic, experienced bartenders, servers. & hosts needed. A great work ethic a
must. Apply in person Mon-ThufS btwn 2 & 4.
822 Washington St.. Toiedo. Easy Street Cafe.

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble
products at home. Info 1 -504-646-1700 DE PT
OH-6255

is
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- Workers earn
& beneliis).
jobs up to
how1

Gymnastics Instructor
Perrysburg Gymnastics
419-874-9383

mini

ii mi iiiiiimiinii

Bentwood
Subdivision
(across from Mercer Manor)
1

• DISHWASHERS
• MICROWAVES
• WASHER/DRYER HOOKUPS
•A/C
• FIRE PLACES
• FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED

- 2 BATHROOMS
• 2 CAR GARAGE
'4 BEDROOMS
' 1400 SQUARE FT
' FIRE PLACES

AVAILABLE
BEGINNING
MAY 15!

GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-0717

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental
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Homo City Ice Company it now hiring tor these
positions. Route Drivers. Production Stackers.
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/flenbte
schedules Locations throughout all of Oh©
end Southeast Mchirjan Call tor details at
1-S00 899-B070
INSTANT CASH
No eip.. no degree, no problem. Earn up to
$i(XVday retailing. No door to door, no letomartewig Start today-get paid today Call
841 2521.
Looking tor a lun joo lor the resl ol the semester or during spring breakl We need extra help
making toys tor the summer season. Full time
work plus ovemme available on flexible schedules. Good work habits could land you a super
pan time job. Starting at SS.7Smour. Apply
M-F. 8am-4pm at Pinnacle Plastic Products.
425 Napoleon Road. Bowling Green, OH. Ask
tor Rodney Kirkpatrick
Needed 2 full-time bakers & part-time kitchen
hetovcounter help 'or new bakery. Exp. preferred. Apply in person, Sal's Bakery, 1616 E
Woosier. Next to College Staton bar A Dommos Pina
Nursing-RN/LPN- Pan time working with
children and adults with developmental disabilities. Applications and tour every Wednesday.
9:30-l0:00am and 4:30-S00pm. Or contact
Human Resources (419) 865-0251 Sunshine
Inc. of Northwest Ohio, 7223 MaumeeWestem Rd . Maumee.OH. EOE.
Part time student employment
Are you looking lor part time employment of 15
hours plus per week plus per week within walking distance C BGSU campus? Interested in
working various unskilled jobs m assembly.
packaging, eic? Rate of pay is f 5.15 per hour
Apply m person between the hours of 9 00am
and 5:00pm (Monday-Friday) ai:
Advanced Specialty Products, Inc.
428CloughSi
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402.
PLAY SPORTS" HAVE FUN' SAVE MONEY'
Top rated boys' sports camp (Maine) Need
counselors to teach/coach a I sports; tennis,
basketball, lacrosse, hockey, waterfront, rock
climbing, biking, golf, sailing, watersknng, and
more* Call free (888) 844-8080 apply online'
www.campcedar com
Student w/car needed tor pan-time cleaning
AM preferred 686-4527

Summer A Full Time Positions
Beautiful Lakefroni Yachting Club
Seeks Friendly Team Players
Servers
Bussers

Hosi'Hosiess
Bartenders
Dock Attendants/Ground Keepers
Lifeguards
Reception) st/Computer
Line Cooks/Banquet Prep
Sailcamp Counselors
Incenhve Programs/Flex. hrs/Exc. pay
Interview now for best positions
Wednesday thru Sunday
200 Yacht Club Drive
Rocky River. OH 44116
440-333-1155
Ask for Kathy/Marc
Summer Camp Jobs
A fun place to work and a hfelone learning experience awaits you at YMCA Resident Camp
Nissokone (Oscoda. Ml) or YMCA Day Camp
Ohryesa (Highland, Ml). Are you a creative,
canng and enthusiastic person who would entoy working in an active outdoor setting? Now
hiring counselors, activity specialist for
aquatics, horseback, nature, arts/crafts, music/drama, high and tow ropes courses, sailing, and athletics. Call (248) 887-4533 to
schedule an on-campus interview.

Summer Counselors
Great staff-Great facilities-Great Exponence.
N.Y.S Co-ed resident camp 2 hours NYC, athletics. Baseball. Basketball. Tennis, Roller
Hockey, Swimming. Watersknng. Boat Driver.
Woodworking, Photography, Horseback Riding, Ceramics. Ropes/Wall. Kennybrook. 19
Southway. Hartsdale. NY 10530. FAX (914)
693-7678. 1-800-56-CAMP2. E-mail. Kennybrook@AOL.corn.
SUMMER JOBS
AND MALE COUNSELORS
NEEDED FOR
TOP CHILDRENS CAMP IN MAINE
Top Salary, Room/Board/Laundry. Clothing &
Travel allowance crowded. Must love childron
and have skill in one or more of the following
activities Archery. Arts & Crafts (Ceramics.
Stained Glass, Jewelery). Athletic Trainer,
Basketball. Canoeing, Kayaking. Dance (Tap.
Pomie, & Jazz). Drama Field Hockey, Golf,
Gymnastics (Instructors & Qualified Spotters),
Horseback Riding/English Hunt Seal, Lacrosse. Photography. Videographer, Piano Ac
compianisl, Piorteenng/Camp Craft. Ropes
(Challenge Course. 25 Stations). Sailing. Soccer. Softball. Tennis. Theatre Technicians.
Track & Field, Volleyball. Watersknng (Slalom,
Tnck, Barefoot. Jumping), WS.l/Swim Instructors. Windsurfing Also opportunities for
Nurses. HTML programmers and secretaries
Camp Vega for Girls!
www.campvega.com
E-mail: IMM0C■ mpvega.com
CALL 1-800-838-VEGA
COME SEE US1 We will be on your campus
Thurs., April 1st.
Town Room, Sludent Union
INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION
FROM 10AM -1PM
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
FEMALE

Telemarketing
New office located downtown. Hourly plus
commission. Weekly pay. Morning & evening
hours. Full or part time positions. Call Doug at
1-800-300-4760
Telephone interviewing P-T Some days, mostly evenings A weekends. Flexible scheduling,
relaxed atmosphere. Starting $5.50 minimum
in Perrysburg 874-5842
Third shift desk clerk needed lor local motel.
i2am-8am. Sal. and Sun. mornings start immediately, mm. wage. Apply @ Buckeye Motor
Inn. 352-1520
Volunteer Supervisor- Sunshine, Inc. ol
Northwest Ohio, a residential facility for individuals with developmental disabilities, is looking for a pan time (16-24 hrs^week) supervisor to implement a "Faith in Action" program.
Duties would include recruitment, training, and
support of volunteers to provide compassionate caregivmg. developing contacts with focal
congregations, fundraising, and working with
the mterfaith coalition. Bachelors degree preferred, experience m MR/DO helpful. Must
have valid driver's license with adequate
transportation and insurance coverage Applications and tour Wednesdays 9:30-10 00am
and 4:30-5.00pm or send resume to Sunshine
Inc. ol Northwesl Ohio. 7223 MaumeeWestem Rd., Maumee, Ohio 43537, Aim: HR
MGR FOE
Volunteer Coordinator: Temporary full time
position available (initially 1-2 days per week
for (raining full time summer months) at nonprofit agency. Responsibilities include recruitment, orientation and ongoing training of volunteers, supervision and coordination of special events. Includes some evenings and
weekends. Bachelors degree in a related field
preferred. Send resume to Sunshine Inc. of
Northwest Ohio, 7223 Maumee-Western Rd.,
Maumee, Ohio 43537. Ann: HR Manager
EOE.

FOR SALE

Thursday, February 18, 19

FOR RENT

«i Panama City vacations'
Free patties No cover. Besl
beachfront hotels from St 29.
Free "Spring Break Uncensored"
Video' 1 -800 234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

GEORGETOWN MANOR APARTMENTS
Available Fall 99 i Spring 2000
800 3rd Street
1 bedroom
Fully furnished. AC.
New Laundry Room, no pets
9 1/2 4 12mo leases
Reasonable rent
Gas heat, water & sewer included
Call 354-9740 for more details & app't

• 1 Spring Break-99 VacationsI
Besl Prices Guaranteed!!!

Cancun & Jamaica $399, Bahamas $459
Panama City Beach Si 29. Book Now
& roceive a free "Spring Break
Uncensored" video1111-800- 234-7007
www.endlesssummertours com
'91 Ford Ranger XLT.
DarkBlue 116K.S3800OBO
372 4212, Ask lor Mike

•■ Houses & Apis 99/2000 S.Y. "
930 E. Woosier. normally for 7 students, will

1111 Spring 8reak Bahamas Party Cruise! 5
Nights S279I Includes Meals « Free Parlies!
Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Departs Flondal
Cancun & Jamaica S399! springbreak-

tiavel com I BOO 678 6386
1111 Spring Break Panama City S129< Boardwalk Room w/Kuchen Near Clubs! 7 PartiesFree Drinks1 Daytona $1491 South Beach
$129< Cocoa Beach $149t springbreakiravel com 1-800-678-63B6
CABS FROM $500 00
Police impounds and tax repo's
For listmgscall 1-800-319-3323x4558
For Sale
93 Chrysler Leba/on
4-door Sedan PS. PW. POL. Cruise. AC.
AM/FM Cassette
$5500 OBO
(419)

2683989

have new carpel, new furn., new painl $200
mo. across the street from Kohl Hall,
t. 2. 3 bdrm. apts. aval. 300 block E. Merry
plus rooms avail. $2007mo. and/or have 2nd
semester leases inexpensive.

Ca 353-0325 9 9
1 and 2 bdrm furnished apts. for '99-'00 school
year. 352-7454.
1 or 2 bedroom apartment or house lor rent.
Just 1 block from campus. 1999-2000.
372-2096 daytime. 872-9874 even nS
12month leases starting May 15.1999:
122 N. Entorpnso-1 Br.-I poison $360.Unl
266 ManvilkM Br.-1 porson-$350.Unl
605Fifth»B-28r.-2pe.son-W'O. Util.
605 Fifth #A-4 Br.-4 person-$660.Util.
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 3678666

See what's new
in the news!!

2BDRMFURNISHEDAPTS
SUMMER LEASESS700
9S12 MONTH LEASES $465 AND UP
704 5th STREET. 352-3445

Summer Employment
The City ol Bowling Green Parks and Recreation Department
is seeking several mature individuals to join our summer program staff. Positions available are: Lifeguards, Swim
Instructors. Pool Attendants. Concession Attendants, Adult
Softball Complex Manager (Intern Position), Park Maintenance
(Ballfield and Facility), Special Events Supervisor, Arts and
Crafts Instructor, Baton Instructor, Cheerleading Instructor, and
Program Specialists who conduct Youth Day Camps, Nature
Camps and Sport Camps.
Interested persons should bring a resume and complete an
Application at the Park Office (In Woodland Mall) located at
1234 N Main St. Bowling Green, OH 43402
Office hours are Monday - Friday from
8:00am to 5:00pm. Deadline for application
is 4:00pm on Friday March 5*. The City of
Bowling Green is an equal opportunity employer.

OPEN

Read the BG News daily !!!

4 bdrm. 1 bath house. 1/2 block Irom campus
Avail. Aug 16 *99 lor 12 month lease. In good
shape with nice backyard. Carpeted with offstreet parking avail. Unlumished except refnd
gerator & stove No dogs allowed. 1 month se
cunty deposit required. II interested can
419-885-8307 and leave a message lor Steve
CHECK OUT THE BEST KEPT MOUSING
SECRET IN BG! Clean. 2 bedrooms, luiiy
furnished, dishwasher, laundry facilities, utiiitlas provided, on-site manager, balcony
units available. Call lor an appointment:
352-9909.
Now Renting for 99-2000 School Year
JBJ Properties 419-866-3035
606 E. Wooster (corner ol Wooster and Manvil!o) upstairs 2 bdrm duplex. Great location
Large living space. $775 mth.
234 S. College 2 bdrm house, Gas heal, large
yard and plenty of parking. 2 blocks from Education building. Very mce-$750/mth.
2341/2 S. College i bdrm up or 2 bdrm down
apts. Lrg. yard, very clean, lots ol storage,
plenty ol parking. $425 and $450/mth
PREPARE FOR SUMMER
1 BR, 1 8A apt. lor rent immediately or beginning 5/18. Furnished, A/C. dishwasher, quiet,
near campus, grads & seniors only. On site
laundry and off street parking. $345/mo Call
354-8082 Of 216-2260693 lor appt
Rooms lor rent in BG home Grad. males preferred. Call Ken Kendall at (219) 293-0920 or
352-1631.

Pacemaker Jane
Doors open at 8:00
Drink specials / Pool Tables

GREENBRIAR, INC.
—EAST MERRY AVENUEAPARTMENTS

516 and 522 E. Merry Avenue - CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedroom, 2 baths, furnished. I nils have dishwashers
and garbage disposals.

—FIELD MANOR—
APARMENTS

519 Leroy Avenue, 542 and 560 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS 2 bedrooms, 2balhs, furnished. Units have
dishwashers and garbage disposals.

—FRAZEE AVENUEAPARTMENTS

818 Thurstin, 624, 670 and 656 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, furnished. Unite have
dishwashers and garbage disposals.

3 man rate still available
$675/mo.+ Electric (4 person rate)
$600/mo + Electric (3 person rate)
website www.wcnet.org/~gbrental
\

<

Accident or emergency:
Wood
243-3441

Subleasers wanted. 1 mm. walk from campus
Summer 1999. 4 bdrm. Recently remodeled
Call 372-4449.

Find It In The
BG News!
John Newlove
Real Estate
319 E. Wooster St.
Across From Taco Bell
(419)354-2260

HOUSES
AVAILABLE
1999-2000
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Bahamas Party

Cruise
Panama
Jamaica
Cancun

$27*
$115*
$433
$395

s «m - "•* *** • 9m Nmn • HMM ton
City ■——* WMR k» !<"•« 4 Mm

rmjMi.i* .itwmimiDinvsini
Spring Break Travel-Our 12 th Year!

1-800-678-6386*

NO PETS ALLOWED!
TENANTS PAY UTILITIES^
806 SCOn HAMILTON
Brick Ranch, 2 baths. Limit
3 people. $850.00 per
month, deposit $850.00.
Lease from May 16, 1999
to May 6, 2000.

723 SIXTH STREET
Three bedroom. Limit 3
people. $500.00 per
month, deposit $500.00.
Lease from May 16, 1999
to May 6. 2000.

HIGHLAND

DAYTONA BEACH
discountbreak.com

:

MANAGEMENT*
I'd I

\v.nhingion Street. Bowling <.r«n. (

354-6036
Graduate student housinr.il

AVAIL. Now & Fa
The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom, laundry
facilities in bldg.
a/c, quiet. From S395 mo

803-815 8th st.

tl
hi

!h.

quiet, spacious, laundry

i

facilities in bldg, a/c
gas heat From S495 mo.

tat

The Homestead-.

'■'

Graduate Housing

:h<

One and two bedroom. A/C, on-sioi
laundry, ceramic tile, soundproo„.\
construction, dishwashers, sky-ni
lights, vaulted ceilings

L
l

From S450/mo.

(

Lei us help you make a tough

[c

decision easy, call or slop by the

Ui

ollice TODAY!

fill

Call 354-6036
From 10:00-4:00

lv|

OQOOOQ-:
'10 am until 2 pm

hotel Discounts -Tollfree iWfc

<*▼*▼.>
•C Travel
Agency

*Ok

To find out highway
conditions:
Lucas
865-5544
Fulton
865-5544
Ottawa
734-1952
Swanton
826-5871
Wood
666-1323

$?0S/mo. ♦ utilities 44Q-645-63,6

Three bedroom. Limit 4
people. $670.00 per
month, deposit $670.00.
Lease from August 12,
1999 to August 12, 2000
Noon.
MANY APARTMENT
LOCATIONS AVAILABLE.
STOP IN THE RENTAL
OFFICE FOR A
COMPLETE LISTING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!

163 SOUTH MAIN ST-BOWLING GREEN

University Police 372-2346
University Info.
372-snow
BG Police
352-2571

Subleaser needed lor 1999/2000 school year

530 E. MERRY STREET

Tonight:

'HI

Small Country Home
3 m. (ram BG. Running Water but no bathroom
Suitable for grad. students. 352-7050.

Three bedroom. Limit 3
people. $700.00 per
month, deposit $700.00.
Lease from May 16, 1999
to May 6, 2000.

w^ 'fmjggggb*

Emergency
Numbers

414 Wooster St.
352-5276
1-800-328-4123
AAA Memberships not required for
these services
TAOOSS

TRAVEL AGENCY
SERVICES
• Airline tickets
• Car Rentals
• Motel Heservations
• Rail Tickets
• Cruises
• Tour Packayes
• Travelers Cheques
• Passport Photos
• Travel Insurance

wL

77

1628 E.Wooster-Bowling Green « 354-2535
Across from Ihe BCSU Stadium

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
RENTAL OFFICE
319 E. Wooster St. (Across from Taco Bell)
RENTAL LINE:

354-2260

WE HAVE APARTMENTS CLOSE TO CAMPUS!

CHECK THESE OUT!
451 THURSTIN - Efficiencies for summer and fall.
Assigned Parking. Starts at $310.00.
517 E. REED - One bedroom for summer and fall.
Starts at $380.00
521 E. MERRY - Two bedrooms for summer and
fall. Assigned parking. Starts at $520.00.
805 THURSTIN - Two bedrooms for summer and
fall. Assigned parking. Starts at $500.00
MANY OTHER LOCATIONS AVAILABLE. A COMPLETE
LISTING IS AVAILABLE AT THE RENTAL OFFICE.
STOP IN, OUR FRIENDLY STAFF WILL HELP YOU FIND
THE PERFECT HOME FOR NEXT YEAR!

